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Summary

Insurance is one of the most promising tools for addressing pervasive cyber insecurity. A robust market for insuring cyber incidents could, among other things, financially incentivize organizations to adopt better cyber hygiene—thereby reducing cyber risk for society as a whole. But cyber insurance is not yet mature enough to fulfill its potential, partly due to uncertainty about what kinds of cyber risks are, or can be, insured.

Uncertainties in cyber insurance came to a head in 2017, when the Russian government conducted a cyber attack of unprecedented scale. Data-destroying malware called NotPetya infected hundreds of organizations in dozens of countries, including major multinational companies, causing an estimated $10 billion in losses.¹ NotPetya showed that cyber risk was greater than previously recognized, with higher potential for “aggregation”—the accumulation of losses across many insurance policies from a single incident or several correlated events.

NotPetya also exposed a serious ambiguity in how insurance policies treat state-sponsored cyber incidents. Some property and casualty insurers declined to pay NotPetya-related claims, instead invoking their war exclusions—long-standing clauses that deny coverage for “hostile or warlike action in time of peace and war” perpetrated by states or their agents.² War exclusions date back to the 1700s, but they had never before been applied to cyber incidents.

This novel use of the war exclusion, still being litigated, has raised doubts about whether adequate or reliable coverage exists for state-sponsored cyber incidents. Some observers have asked whether such incidents are insurable at all, given the potential for aggregated cyber losses even more catastrophic than those of NotPetya.³ And while the war exclusion has attracted the most attention, another exclusion—for terrorism—presents similar challenges to cyber claims.

Three years after NotPetya, it is still unclear how insurance can or should cover state-sponsored cyber incidents and other large-scale cyber risk. This fundamental uncertainty continues to inhibit the development of robust, socially beneficial cyber insurance markets. New frameworks are needed. Developing and implementing these frameworks requires laying a strong intellectual foundation, bringing more stakeholders into the conversation, and publicly airing fresh ideas to stimulate critique and debate.

Most discussions to date have happened inside the insurance industry, with only limited engagement from outside experts in geopolitics, cyber statecraft, or cybersecurity public policy. Yet the war exclusion challenge is interdisciplinary by its nature. Industry-led reforms must be firmly grounded in the realities of state-sponsored cyber operations—including why and how states use such tools and
the role of cyber conflict in a changing global security environment. Conversely, national policymakers charged with addressing state-sponsored cyber threats must understand the role of insurance—including its potential benefits for society and its ongoing limitations. An independent think tank specializing in international affairs like the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace is well-positioned to help bridge these gaps.

This paper seeks to diagnose the problem, establish criteria for a solution, evaluate potential options, and present new models of alternative cyber exclusions. The proposed exclusions aim to better address catastrophic and state-sponsored cyber risk than today’s war and terrorism exclusions do. But whether or not these proposals are adopted, the underlying analysis will hopefully provoke debate and stimulate other creative new ideas. The key points from this analysis are as follows:

• **Traditional war and terrorism exclusions should be abandoned for cyber claims.** Applying these exclusions requires resolving very hard questions: Who perpetrated an incident, what state authority did they have, and how was the incident related to broader military or political aims? Litigating these issues is time-consuming, expensive, and unpredictable. Many organizations may come to doubt the utility of buying cyber insurance with such ambiguous and potentially sweeping exclusions. Yet, despite their breadth, these exclusions were not actually designed to protect insurers from catastrophic cyber risk as such. War exclusions still leave insurers exposed to various non-state-sponsored, catastrophic cyber scenarios, suggesting a basic disconnect between these exclusions and risk itself.

• **Suitable remedies will require new thinking.** Many hope that pending NotPetya litigation will provide valuable guidance, but those cases may not establish binding, generally applicable precedents anytime soon. And litigation is inherently backward-looking: it cannot tell insurers, insureds, or regulators how future contracts should be written. The industry has promising efforts under way to clarify “silent cyber” coverage—a major source of uncertainty—and explore alternative exclusions, but these will take time to bear fruit. Meanwhile, the underlying threat of state-sponsored cyber incidents continues to grow. Instituting reforms across a diverse insurance marketplace will require engaging a broad universe of stakeholders with fresh analyses and proposals.

• **Solutions should aim for clarity and practicability, while also defining a manageable zone of coverage.** Insurers, insureds, and regulators need shared expectations about what kinds of claims would be excluded from coverage. Litigation cannot be avoided altogether, but its impacts can still be minimized through careful exclusion design. Yet clarity and ease of application are not
enough. There is also a business case for, and a public interest in, providing adequate coverage to meet the needs of insureds. This requires a financially sustainable and balanced transaction that protects insurers’ profitability and solvency, with government support if necessary.

• **One approach would be to deal separately with catastrophic and war-related or other state-sponsored cyber risks using two complementary exclusions.** The first exclusion would address uninsurable cyber catastrophes based on the scale and nature of losses, regardless of the perpetrator or any connection with war. In fact, a cyber catastrophe exclusion could apply even to nonmalicious cyber events, like those caused by malfunctions or natural disasters. This exclusion would be insurers’ first line of defense against aggregated cyber losses during times of both peace and war. With such an exclusion, “war” would no longer be needed as a crude proxy for catastrophic risk. The second exclusion could therefore focus more narrowly on certain unique insurance problems raised by war and state-sponsored cyber incidents.

• **A new exclusion for cyber catastrophes should be limited to extreme scenarios, yet flexible enough to address a variety of causal mechanisms.** The starting point for designing such language is today’s infrastructure exclusions, which deny coverage for cyber losses resulting from electricity and telecommunications outages. To better account for the unpredictable ways that modern cyber catastrophes can arise, a new exclusion could be based on impact rather than limited to cyber incidents affecting specific infrastructure types. But the exclusion cannot be so open-ended that it becomes all-encompassing. Caveats and examples can help to confine a cyber catastrophe exclusion to truly uninsurable scenarios.

• **A separate new war exclusion for cyber claims could then deal specifically with cyber losses arising from kinetic war.** With high-impact scenarios already addressed by a cyber catastrophe exclusion, the new war exclusion would have more modest objectives: to equalize the insurance treatment of wartime kinetic and cyber losses, reduce moral hazard for nation states, and account for correlated cyber events involving geopolitical adversaries. Limiting the objectives of a revised war exclusion makes it possible to avoid the thorniest questions about cyber actors’ identities, authority, or intent. One version would simply exclude all cyber losses suffered inside known areas of hostilities, where kinetic military activity has reached a substantial threshold of violence.

• **Scenario analysis is vital for clarifying and testing these and any other proposed exclusions.** Insurers, insureds, and regulators will distrust proposals that do not transparently reveal how they would operate in practice. Moreover, different stakeholders have different risk appetites and perceptions of cyber risk, and there is likely no set of exclusions that can earn universal agree-
ment in the near term. Scenarios can therefore stimulate frank conversations about the appropriate insurance treatment of key cases and then test the limits of proposed solutions. This paper presents eight scenarios to clarify the intent and functionality of its proposed exclusions.

- **Government backstops may be necessary to support the market for insuring state-sponsored and catastrophic cyber risk.** With cyber insurance in an immature state, no settled consensus exists on the boundaries of insurability. So long as insurers and other players tread cautiously, private capital may be insufficient to fund a purely market-based solution. Government backstops could help attract more private capital while actually saving taxpayer money in the long run, as is already the case for traditional terrorism risk insurance. The coronavirus pandemic once again shows that governments remain politically accountable for major catastrophes, and financial frameworks should be in place before disaster strikes.
Introduction

The Societal Benefits of Cyber Insurance

One of the most promising developments in cybersecurity has been the growth of cyber insurance. For insurance buyers, called insureds, cyber coverage can help hedge against a rising business risk. For the insurance industry, this emerging line of business represents a potentially large new market and source of long-term profits. But there is a larger public interest at stake, too: cyber insurance can help address the global challenge of pervasive cyber insecurity. A well-developed cyber insurance industry could collect the right information, and create the right incentives, to improve cybersecurity and reduce cyber risk on a vast scale.4

Insurance is not just a financial tool for the business community; it is an essential mechanism for economies and societies to manage risk. Mature, healthy, and competitive insurance markets are critical infrastructure.5 They help companies assure their continued survival in the face of unpredictable events, inspiring confidence and encouraging investment. Insurers are also uniquely positioned to understand risks at a systemic level—leveraging claims data and other proprietary information to identify emerging risk patterns and warn of systemic vulnerabilities that no individual client could see.6

Armed with this data, the insurance industry has unique opportunities to help reduce the risks that it discovers. Through incentives like rate-setting, insurers can encourage their clients to behave more responsibly. Cyber risk reduction by individual organizations has many positive externalities. Data held by third parties would be better protected, supply chains would become more resilient, and the overall reduction of cyber vulnerability would lessen incentives to carry out malicious cyber activity. Robust insurance markets are therefore beneficial to society at large, not just to insurers and insureds.

Unrealized Potential

However, this potential remains largely unrealized.7 The cyber insurance market is growing but still quite small compared to other insurance lines.8 Only a small fraction of cyber losses is currently insured.9 Part of the reason is that demand for cyber coverage remains limited. Many companies do not yet appreciate the full extent of cyber risk, or they assume that traditional insurance lines will protect them.10 Others recognize the risk but see cyber insurance coverage as too narrow or ambiguous to guarantee adequate recovery.11
On the supply side, insurance companies are treading cautiously, expanding their offerings at a conservative pace. Most cyber insurers offer only low coverage limits and high deductibles, and they may limit coverage in areas like business interruption, because cyber risk is difficult to estimate and price accurately. For one thing, there is too little actuarial data to draw on. For another, traditional actuarial techniques are poorly suited to gauging cyber risk. The risks at play evolve continuously based on unpredictable changes in digital technology itself, patterns of technological use, and threat actors’ capabilities and intentions.

Governments also have a stake in both the demand for and supply of cyber insurance. Many governments are interested in nurturing the cyber insurance market for its obvious economic benefits. More government policymakers have also realized that cyber insurance has national security benefits, such as improving a country’s resilience to hostile cyber attacks. But at the same time, governments are wary of insurers becoming overly exposed to a poorly understood set of risks that could lead to their insolvency. Insurer insolvency could cause claims to go unpaid or force governments themselves to pick up the tab.

These and other challenges of covering cyber risk are well-known in the insurance world. Insurers, insureds, and governments have worked steadily and incrementally to address them. As a result, more cyber insurance coverage is sold each year—including policies specifically created for cyber risk (known as “standalone” cyber coverage), as well as some traditional lines, like property and casualty insurance, that are revised to include cyber alongside other risks (adding a “cyber endorsement” to a broader policy). This growth in premiums collected has been accompanied by institutional maturation, as insurers develop more cyber expertise and refine their cyber practices. The overall sense has been one of optimism.

The NotPetya Challenge

But in 2017, an unprecedented cyber attack shook this optimism. NotPetya, data-destroying malware released by Russian military intelligence, struck Ukraine and quickly spread around the world. Many called it the largest and most damaging cyber attack in history—costing hundreds of global businesses an estimated $10 billion, according to the leading insurance industry loss estimation service (see figure 1). Victims lost access to data and needed to replace physical hardware. In addition, many faced substantial disruptions to business operations, resulting in lost revenue and damaged relationships.

The vast majority of losses—about $7 billion—were not covered by any insurance policy. But the $3 billion of insured losses, and the overall magnitude of event, surprised many in the insurance market. Industry leaders had considered the possibility of such a broad-based, high-impact cyber...
event, but not every insurer had fully appreciated or planned for it. NotPetya and a similar 2017 cyber attack called WannaCry were the first modern cyber incidents to inflict such high levels of simultaneous losses on hundreds of victims in dozens of countries. This phenomenon is known in the insurance industry as “aggregation”: the risk of a single peril or trigger leading to many claims at once. Aggregation risks are financially dangerous for insurers, particularly when they cut across multiple geographic regions and economic sectors. In such cases, it is difficult for insurers to limit, diversify, or swap portions of their exposure, as they might do for natural disasters.

Faced with the unexpected NotPetya problem, insureds and insurers scrambled to respond. Insureds found themselves sifting through a patchwork of policies to find adequate coverage for their losses. The pharmaceutical company Merck, for example, claimed at least $1.3 billion in losses—mostly from business interruption, including disrupted sales and drug manufacturing. Merck had dozens of policies that it hoped might apply. Some of them specifically covered cyber incidents...
(“affirmative” cyber insurance), but as is often the case, these policies had relatively low limits.\textsuperscript{31} Merck therefore turned to its property and casualty insurance, which were all-hazards policies with higher limits.\textsuperscript{32}

Some of Merck’s insurers paid its NotPetya claims.\textsuperscript{33} This was the historical norm for high-profile, state-sponsored cyber attacks, like North Korea’s 2014 hack of Sony Pictures Entertainment.\textsuperscript{34} But other insurers saw huge claims that fell beyond the traditional ambit of their property and casualty policies and therefore did not pay. These policies, like many property and casualty policies, were silent about cyber risks—neither affirmatively covering them nor specifically excluding them. They may not have been written with cyber incidents in mind.

This “silent cyber” phenomenon can tacitly expose insurers to cyber risks they never collected premiums to cover, threatening their profitability and even solvency.\textsuperscript{35} Silent cyber is also vexing for insureds because it leaves the scope of their coverage uncertain. Yet despite the ambiguities of such

**FIGURE 2**

\textbf{NotPetya’s Estimated Global Losses and Insurance Impact}

policies, insureds have strong incentives to invoke them following an extremely costly cyber event. Property and casualty policies simply tend to provide much higher coverage limits than standalone cyber policies do (see figure 2).

Silent cyber was already a concern among insurers and regulators, but NotPetya showed the problem’s scale to be far larger than many previous estimates. The back-to-back occurrence of NotPetya and WannaCry suggested that additional incidents of this kind were possible. Subsequent modeling by the insurance industry found that a future global malware event, the so-called Bashe scenario, could be twenty times as costly as NotPetya (resulting in up to $193 billion in losses). The threat of unpredictable, massive, correlated losses across many policyholders is an actuarial nightmare.

Given the sheer scale of NotPetya and potential future incidents, it is no surprise that multiple insurers resisted Merck’s claims. There is now ongoing litigation over the claims filed by both Merck and Mondelez, a food and beverage company that suffered at least $100 million in losses due to NotPetya.

The War Exclusion Controversy

Facing silent cyber claims of a wholly new scale, Merck’s and Mondelez’s insurers made several legal arguments. One has drawn particular attention. The insurers argued that NotPetya, widely attributed to the Russian government, was excluded from coverage under clauses that address “hostile or warlike action” by states or their “agents.” Such clauses are commonly called war exclusions, though this particular language applied “in time of peace or war.” War exclusions have a long history in insurance but had not yet been applied to cyber incidents.

The war exclusion clause offered a powerful legal defense in the face of unexpected and disputed losses, but it also raised problems of its own. The exclusion requires identifying the perpetrators, showing they acted as agents of a government, and characterizing the incident as “hostile or warlike.” This type of analysis can be difficult with cyber incidents for technical, analytical, and legal reasons discussed below. Centering a coverage exclusion on these factors is an invitation to costly, time-consuming, and highly uncertain litigation. Moreover, applying war exclusions to a new class of perils raises many unanswered questions about the scope of the exclusion, as detailed in the next section.

Such uncertainty and transaction costs are harmful to all stakeholders and destabilizing to the marketplace as a whole. For insureds, the possibility that major state-sponsored cyber losses could be excluded suggests a large gap in the heart of their cyber coverage—placing them in a precarious position and reducing their motivation to purchase insurance for cyber claims. For insurers, the potential exposure to extraordinary, potentially correlated cyber losses poses a threat to their balance sheets.
Governments are caught in between—wanting to ensure that adequate coverage exists but not at the expense of insurer solvency. Failure in either direction could cost governments directly. If major cyber losses are uninsurable or uninsured, then victims of cyber incidents may expect governments to step in and make them whole. But if insurers offer too much coverage and become insolvent after a major event, governments may also be left holding the bag.

The war exclusion controversy is really a symptom of more fundamental challenges in the cyber insurance market that NotPetya helped to expose. First, cyber risk in general—and state-sponsored risk in particular—is greater than previously understood. Second, such risks remain difficult to estimate and price. Third, societies have yet to devise a comprehensive, sustainable set of mechanisms to allocate financial responsibility for major cyber risks. Fourth, this state of affairs leads to reliance on short-term solutions—with some insureds turning to ambiguous silent cyber policies, and some insurers invoking antiquated war exclusions in response.

Verdicts in the Merck and Mondelez lawsuits may help bring some clarity, but they will not solve these underlying problems. Instead, a new framework is required to address the insurance treatment of state-sponsored and other large-scale cyber incidents.

**Understanding the Problem**

War exclusions have existed since the 1700s and serve a recognized set of purposes. War has been called “the ‘perfect storm’ of actuarial nightmares: a correlated catastrophic, ongoing clash event.” It is highly destructive, potentially far-reaching in its geographic scope, and can have a broad impact on diverse civilian interests and industries. War therefore poses aggregation risks that are difficult for insurers to manage. Moreover, war cannot be predicted using actuarial analysis.

Insurance companies therefore came to exclude certain war-related claims to protect their overall financial viability. In addition, there is a moral basis for war exclusions: some insurers are wary of encouraging aggression by helping to offset the costs of any blowback suffered by an aggressive state.

These same rationales could arguably apply to “cyber war,” or more precisely, to state-sponsored cyber operations. NotPetya showed that state-sponsored cyber operations can cause correlated and potentially catastrophic losses. Like kinetic wars, cyber incidents can also have cascading consequences—spreading from one victim to another and disrupting businesses or entire supply chains. And insuring against state-sponsored cyber operations can also pose a moral hazard. Governments could be more likely to launch them—or to take other aggressive actions that invite retaliation in cyberspace—if any cyber blowback is mitigated by insurance payouts.
The specific language of war exclusions varies, but they are generally written in broad terms, especially in property and casualty policies. Merck’s and Mondelez’s property and casualty policies are particularly broad, excluding any “hostile or warlike action in time of peace or war,” whether carried out by a government or its “agent” (see figure 3). The umbrella term “war exclusion” can therefore be misleading. It can conflate war-specific clauses with others that apply during both war and peace, and some clauses may not even require any act of violence. In the cases of Merck and Mondelez, broadly written exclusions enabled insurance companies to argue that NotPetya fit their literal terms and intent.

**FIGURE 3**

**Merck’s War Exclusion as Applied to Cyber Claims**

This policy does not insure the following:

1) Loss or damage caused by hostile or warlike action in time of peace or war, including action in hindering, combating, or defending against an actual, impending, or expected attack:

   A. by any government or sovereign power (de jure or de facto) or by any authority maintaining or using military, naval, or air forces;

   B. or by military, naval, or air forces;

   C. or by an agent of such government, power, authority, or forces...

2) Loss or damage caused by rebellion, revolution, civil war, usurped power; or action taken by governmental authority in hindering, combating, or defending against such occurrence...

**SOURCES:** Response of Generali in Merck and Co., Inc. and International Indemnity Ltd. v. ACE American Insurance Company et al, Superior Court of New Jersey Law Division: Union County, October 12, 2018.

However, there are several challenges in applying war exclusions to cyberspace. Some challenges, like attribution, are well-known but often poorly understood. Others are rarely highlighted. A comprehensive and detailed account of these problems is crucial to ensuring that any potential solution aims in the right direction and avoids repeating old mistakes.
Attributing Cyber Incidents

Applying a war exclusion clause requires “attribution”—determining who is responsible for an incident. For cyber incidents, attribution is a complex topic often clouded by misunderstandings. Many people falsely assume that cyber attribution is close to impossible. National leaders have even promoted this fiction to cast doubt on truthful allegations of state-sponsored operations.49 In reality, the most capable intelligence agencies and private firms have become adept at attribution and can now make near-certain judgments under the right circumstances. Development of this capability has been a crucial step on the long journey toward establishing greater accountability for state-sponsored cyber operations.

But the most successful cases of cyber attribution can lead people to make the opposite error—thinking the challenge of cyber attribution has been largely “solved” through technical advances.50 The truth is that no two attributions are alike, and no cyber incident is guaranteed to yield a highly confident or persuasive attribution. Cyber attribution depends on at least three factors: the quantity and quality of evidence available, the technical and analytical sophistication of investigators, and the credibility of the investigative process in the eyes of key audiences and decisionmakers. These factors vary greatly from one situation to the next.

**Attribution in insurance litigation.** Such variance is a fact of life for national policymakers and cybersecurity researchers, but it can pose major legal and financial challenges in the insurance industry. While attribution will be straightforward for some cyber insurance claims, in other cases it will be fuzzy and contested or not possible at all. Those cases may lead to costly, time-consuming, and uncertain litigation. Allowing billion-dollar insurance decisions to turn on attribution is therefore a costly gamble for insurers, insureds, and regulators alike. In fact, the pending Merck case may possibly represent the most amount of money ever wagered on proving cyber attribution in court.

At first blush, any difficulties in establishing attribution would seem to benefit insureds. Insurers bear the legal burden of showing that an exclusion applies; invoking the war exclusion therefore requires insurers to prove attribution.51 However, the situation is more complicated than that. Large international insurers and reinsurers could have their own advantages. They might become repeat litigators, and in some cases, they would have a resource advantage over their policyholders. If a major cyber incident were to leave an insured scrambling for cash, it might not be able to afford the time and expense of a lawsuit. It is therefore unclear which party would most benefit from these uncertainties; the answer may vary from case to case.
The question of who benefits is ultimately too narrow. The whole system suffers when coverage is uncertain and disputes are costly to resolve. Moreover, insurance requires a sustainable long-term bargain between insurers and insureds (with governments, reinsurers, and other market players all exerting influence). Ambiguous insurance contracts that skew the transaction toward one side or the other will hinder overall market development. In other words, everyone has a stake in preventing insurance disputes from being unnecessarily bogged down in difficult matters like attribution.

Process and purpose. No universal, generally applicable process exists for cyber attribution. The evidence considered, methodology used, and standard of proof required in any given instance depends on who is performing attribution and what purposes they have. For example, U.S. criminal cases against hackers apply different burdens of proof at each stage of the legal process—from “reasonable suspicion” to “beyond a reasonable doubt”—and such cases follow well-defined rules of evidence.

By comparison, intelligence agencies might render judgments with what they deem “high,” “moderate,” or “low” degrees of confidence, and they can draw on unique information sources unavailable in open court. Unlike courts, different intelligence services might offer competing assessments of the same incident and may update their judgments continuously as more evidence emerges.

Diplomacy is another story entirely. No matter what courts or intelligence agencies conclude, national leaders must decide for themselves what level of certainty is enough to hold another sovereign state accountable for a cyber incident. Such subjective political decisions have no formal criteria.

Since different elements within the same government have different approaches to attribution, it stands to reason that different governments around the world will vary even more. International organizations and private companies also have diverse approaches to performing attribution, based on what they each seek to accomplish.

For the insurance industry, attribution would be grounded in specific contract language as interpreted and applied by courts of jurisdiction. No court has ever ruled on how war exclusions apply to cyber claims, so no one yet knows what sort of attribution will be required. That said, the contracts at issue in NotPetya litigation offer some clues.

The Merck and Mondelez war exclusion clauses seem to require two layers of attribution: first, identifying the perpetrator of the cyber incident in question (a person or organization), and second, showing that the perpetrator acted under state authority. (A related but distinct problem, characteriz-
ing the perpetrator’s actions as “hostile or warlike,” is discussed later.) Both layers can be challenging depending on the circumstances, particularly if a judge or jury is the ultimate decisionmaker.

**Challenges in identifying perpetrators.** Cyber actors tend to leave technical and behavioral footprints that can help to distinguish them from other hacking groups and potentially identify them. Their patterns and occasional mistakes provide clues to investigators, and the clues from many incidents can be synthesized to track actors over time and across victims. Of course, identifying the perpetrators of a cyber incident requires overcoming their own active efforts to obscure or sow confusion about their identities and locations.

Sophisticated cyber actors typically operate through multiple layers of compromised third-party networks residing in other countries. They may use generic tools and tactics to avoid a clear technical fingerprint, or they may even repurpose malware and digital infrastructure associated with other actors to masquerade as someone else. Many hacking techniques are designed to complicate forensic analysis—for example, the wiping of log files, encryption of exfiltrated data, or use of stolen credentials and local executables to obviate the need for malware.

These challenges to attribution can be overcome. Through painstaking detective work and careful analysis, governments and private cybersecurity firms have made great strides in the science and art of cyber attribution. This progress has enabled legal, diplomatic, and military responses to malicious cyber activity, helping to bring more accountability to the chaotic domain of cyberspace. Continued investments in attribution are critically important.

Nevertheless, attribution remains an uncertain process; the quality of its results varies significantly from case to case. In addition, many of the attribution methods used by governments and private firms were not designed to resolve insurance claims and do not translate readily to this new arena.

For example, cybersecurity firms can often attribute multiple cyber incidents to a common group of actors and a suspected national affiliation, but they may not know the actors’ true names or the specific government agency that sponsors them. Hence, these threat groups receive pseudonyms, like Charming Kitten, or Advanced Persistent Threat 37 (APT37). It remains unclear whether this level of specificity will satisfy courts adjudicating cyber-related insurance claims.

Attribution can also be a highly technical exercise, involving detailed analysis of technical signatures. Juries and even judges can have difficulty navigating this unfamiliar terrain, forcing them to rely on expert witnesses. In high-stakes litigation, each side has ample incentive to find friendly experts—or at least someone who can cast doubt on the other side’s position. Juries and judges may fail to prop-
erly weigh the competing claims of experts, leading to unpredictable verdicts, as happens in other areas of complex litigation. Such randomness then alters litigation incentives. It encourages parties with weaker cases to try their luck in court, or to extract more in a settlement than they might really deserve.

**Challenges in establishing state authority.** When a cyber incident is successfully attributed to specific perpetrators, showing that they acted as state “agents” is yet another matter. Many states employ proxy forces in cyberspace for the express purpose of maintaining plausible deniability. These proxy relationships vary greatly in their nature and the level of government oversight.

Some states exercise strict command-and-control in a military-type setting. In such cases, it can be possible to reliably infer state authorization for specific cyber operations. But other states broadly tolerate cyber actors who behave in the government’s interest and signal their desires indirectly. In between these two extremes is a murky middle ground that poses difficult line-drawing problems. To cite a few examples, governments might provide general guidance but not oversee individual operations, state-affiliated cyber actors could sometimes act on their own initiative or moonlight on the side, and both parties may use subtle forms of coercion or enticements to influence the other.

Under which of these circumstances would an “agent” relationship exist for the purpose of insurance claims? Intelligence analysts investigating malicious cyber incidents are well-versed in complicated proxy relationships. And national leaders enjoy the flexibility to decide, on a situational basis, when attribution is sufficient for their diplomatic or public policy purposes. But courts must aim for a predictable, consistent set of legal rules, and they have yet to develop a jurisprudence for cyber attribution in insurance disputes over the war exclusion.

Critically, just because a cyber actor often works at a state’s behest does not mean he or she does so in all instances. For example, FireEye, a leading cyber intelligence firm, has assessed that a threat group it calls APT41 “carries out Chinese state-sponsored espionage activity *in addition to* financially motivated activity *potentially outside of state control* [emphasis added].” This kind of moonlighting is not unusual among state-sponsored cyber actors, and it indicates the difficulties of applying conventional attribution techniques to resolve cyber insurance claims. If APT41 were found responsible for an insurable cyber incident, it would still remain to be determined whether that specific incident was state-directed.

Courts would face evidentiary challenges in resolving such questions. While hackers themselves can be tracked with forensic techniques, finding evidence of government foreknowledge or authorization can require active intelligence collection, like recruiting human sources or intercepting communica-
tions. Even for intelligence agencies, this evidence is hard to collect and parse. Governments that oversee offensive cyber operations may actively thwart outside investigations by using strict security measures and limiting knowledge of sensitive operations to a close-knit inner circle.

Compared to intelligence agencies, private firms retained by insureds or insurers are much less equipped to monitor foreign leaders’ decisionmaking. They must often make informed inferences about a cyber actor’s state sponsorship—for example, by comparing a cyber actor’s known targets to presumed geopolitical interests of the suspected state sponsor. Reliance on such inferences can lead to less confident assessments. In some cases, cybersecurity companies may settle for a “suspected attribution” or describe hackers as generally “affiliated with” a foreign government but decline to assess the nature of that affiliation. Whether these hedges would be enough to legally establish an agent relationship under the war exclusion is unknown and may be a question that requires extensive litigation to resolve.

**Limits of government attribution.** In the face of these challenges, it is tempting to defer to government attribution—such as the coordinated statements by the United States, the United Kingdom (UK), and five other governments attributing NotPetya to the Russian government. After all, governments have access to unique intelligence sources and are often best positioned to establish firm attribution. However, this approach would have several drawbacks.

Most fundamentally, deference to governments would be a piecemeal solution. Governments do not make public attributions of most cyber incidents. They may lack conclusive evidence, may want to avoid jeopardizing intelligence sources, or may believe public statements would be diplomatically or politically counterproductive. The public statements they do make sometimes lack detail, like the recent warning by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) that actors “affiliated” with the Chinese government were targeting coronavirus-related research data.

When governments do go public with their attributions, the raw intelligence information underlying their assessments typically remains classified. U.S. courts do have procedures for hearing classified evidence in secret, and the government has sometimes offered classified evidence to help resolve war exclusion disputes. Some commentators have therefore proposed new mechanisms to facilitate this practice for cyber insurance litigation involving the war exclusion. But the U.S. government has been reluctant to share its most sensitive intelligence, even in a judge’s chambers without any litigants present. It is unclear whether courts would give credence to partial or conclusory government statements, particularly if they were contested by other public evidence.
Government attribution is not always beyond dispute. In 2014, the FBI publicly attributed the Sony hack to North Korea, and then president Barack Obama personally confirmed this attribution at a press conference. Nevertheless, many outside experts treated this attribution with great skepticism based on alleged weaknesses in the FBI’s public case. Four years later, the U.S. Department of Justice released a detailed, 179-page indictment accusing a North Korean named Park Jin Hyok of involvement in the Sony hack, WannaCry, and other incidents. Yet a number of Sony executives and other people directly affected by the hack continue to doubt the North Korea attribution.

Over time, most analysts have come to accept the U.S. government’s attribution of the Sony hack. The cyber attribution process of U.S. intelligence agencies has earned substantial public credibility, and the Department of Justice laid out a powerful “speaking indictment,” filled with more persuasive detail than was legally necessary, to make its case. But if a Sony executive can remain skeptical despite the weight of evidence, then so might an average juror who hears from dueling experts in a cyber insurance lawsuit.

The NotPetya public attribution and the Park indictment were highly credible, but other government attributions could be dubious. Public attributions offered by governments may sometimes be colored by ulterior strategic or domestic political motives—the cyber equivalent of the 1964 Gulf of Tonkin incident, an alleged torpedo attack by North Vietnam that U.S. leaders mischaracterized to justify military escalation. And some governments might simply lack the analytical or technical capacity to support sound attributions. Not every government has a pool of well-trained cyber investigators or an institutional culture that rewards critical thinking.

Like governments, private cybersecurity companies that perform attribution vary greatly in their credibility and motivations. Some are highly credible, while others have questionable or unknown practices. A single cyber incident could therefore lead to competing attributions by multiple governments and/or cybersecurity firms. One attribution may be much more sound than the others and convince the vast majority of credible experts. Even so, a sliver of doubt could be exploited in litigation. This dynamic could be costly and unpredictable for insurers and insureds.

Finally, there is risk of a distorting feedback loop between governments and the insurance industry. If insurers and insureds come to routinely invoke government attribution statements in high-stakes litigation, this could influence whether governments speak in public and what they choose to say. Obama’s decision to label the Sony hack as “cybervandalism,” rather than “war,” was partly intended to avoid prejudicing Sony’s insurance claims. In the future, governments might be even more reticent—or worse, overeager and biased—based on the domestic or international political implications of specific cyber-related insurance disputes.
Institutional reforms might help to overcome some aspects of the attribution challenge. An international consortium of insurers and insureds could fund its own best-in-class attribution capability, or it could designate a group of elite cybersecurity companies to perform this function and then mutually agree to abide by whatever assessments emerge. This consortium might also set out criteria for considering highly credible government attributions. But such reforms would reinforce the war exclusion’s undue focus on state sponsorship, a problem discussed later. Moreover, attribution is not the only challenge in applying war exclusions to cyber claims.

**Characterizing Cyber Incidents as Hostile or Warlike**

When the perpetrator of a cyber incident is identified and known to be acting under state authority, a third question remains: whether the cyber incident can be characterized as “hostile or warlike,” per the language of Merck’s and Mondelez’s war exclusions. This language is ambiguous and so far lacks any judicial precedent to clarify its scope in cyberspace.

*Unclear scope in cyberspace.* On its face, “hostile or warlike action” can be read quite broadly. The phrase “hostile action” has been particularly ill-defined by courts. In the cyber context, some commentators believe this wording could encompass a wide range of state-sponsored incidents—not only rare destructive or coercive cyber attacks but also everyday breaches carried out for intelligence gathering and data theft. Such breaches could be deemed part of a “hostile” campaign of economic espionage, for example. This broad interpretation would be relatively easy for courts to apply, as it would not require making fine distinctions between cyber incidents. But such an interpretation would create a gaping hole in cyber insurance coverage by excluding nearly any state-sponsored incident.

Other experts believe the war exclusion should be read narrowly in cyber cases. They cite long-standing legal precedents—from noncyber cases—that limit war exclusions to insurance losses closely associated with kinetic military conflicts. U.S. courts, for instance, have ruled that actions against “civilian citizens of non-belligerent powers and their property at places far removed from the locale or the subject of any warfare” would not qualify as “warlike operations.” That is a good description of NotPetya, suggesting the war exclusions might not apply in such cases under this interpretation.

That being said, pre-digital concepts like “the locale of warfare” would be open to interpretation in the era of cyber conflict. For now, that question leaves insureds, insurers, and governments to guess about which kinds of state-sponsored cyber operations will be excluded under traditional war clauses.
If a narrow interpretation of the clause prevails, then courts would eventually need to fashion rules for differentiating “hostile or warlike” cyber operations from other kinds. In particular, they might look to the intent of the perpetrator or the effects of a cyber incident. Both routes would bring challenges.

**Challenges in assessing intent.** If courts look to intent, the first question would be *whose* intent matters: that of the cyber actor sitting at the keyboard, the government handler issuing guidance, or the senior political leader setting national policy for cyber operations? These individuals may have varying intents, especially in states with loose command and control of cyber operations.

For example, the Russian government has a national policy of allowing domestic cyber criminals to freely target Western companies. The government does not necessarily direct their day-to-day activities, though it does actively support them by obstructing foreign law enforcement. In exchange for this protection, Moscow bars Russian cyber criminals from targeting domestic entities and requires them to accept government tasks when needed. An individual Russian cyber actor stealing corporate data may view himself as committing simple theft against one company. But in Moscow’s eyes, he may be participating in general economic warfare against the West and helping to fund a cyber reserve corps on call to defend the Russian state. Whether this activity is considered “hostile or warlike” may depend on whose intent counts.

A single actor can also have mixed motives for conducting a cyber operation, with some being more “hostile or warlike” than others. For example, the U.S. Department of Justice recently indicted two Chinese hackers for stealing trade secrets and conducting other hacking activities on behalf of China’s Ministry of State Security. By itself, corporate espionage might not be deemed “hostile or warlike,” even if state-sponsored. But the prosecutors in this case argued that China’s policy was more sweeping in nature—“using cyber-enabled theft as part of a global campaign to ‘rob, replicate, and replace’ non-Chinese companies in the global marketplace.” In other words, a self-interested criminal intent allegedly coexisted with a larger strategic intent. Cases involving mixed motives would create more legal uncertainty.

Finally, intent can change over time. State actors may spend months or even years inside a single victim’s network, and during this time they may pursue a number of different objectives. For example, a state-affiliated cyber actor might first penetrate a network on his or her own initiative, then assess what data is available, and only later decide what to do with it—commit cyber crime for
personal gain, contact a government agent to negotiate joint work, or sell the network access to another cyber actor. Even under strict government oversight, cyber operations can evolve based on shifting state priorities. Network access originally obtained and exploited for espionage may be repurposed for more destructive ends during a foreign policy crisis.

In fact, cyber actors and their government overseers do not always have fully formed intents at all; they sometimes target whatever networks seem vulnerable, with a general goal of developing options for unforeseen contingencies. The U.S. military even has a doctrinal term, “operational preparation of the environment,” to describe network penetrations that are not themselves destructive but would enable future destruction. Changes in intent could complicate insurance litigation when complex cyber breaches are discovered years after the fact. Losses of different kinds, triggered at different points in time, might need to be individually litigated to determine whether each one was “hostile or warlike.”

Then there are the evidentiary challenges. The most compelling evidence of intent comes from direct access to the cyber actors or their government sponsors—for example, interception of their private communications, or a human source who elicits a confession. Acquiring such evidence generally requires active intelligence collection by governments. In its absence, courts might need to infer intent from the perpetrator’s actions—an uncertain enterprise.

After all, cyber actions do not always reliably reveal intent. For example, a cyber actor who intends to inflict damage and disruption often behaves in much the same way as someone aiming merely to collect data. Both actors might begin by probing a vulnerable system and finding an initial access point, then move laterally within the network and escalate user privileges, while also working to secure a persistent presence and extract any files of interest. Any disruptive intent may only become apparent in the final moment—for example, when the cyber actor deploys malware that deletes critical data. Depending on when a breach is discovered and remediated, the actor’s true intent may never be revealed.

**Challenges in assessing effects.** Given the difficulties of assessing intent, courts might look instead (or in addition) to the actual effects of a cyber incident. Effects can be observed more directly and reliably. However, the effects of an incident can also diverge from what the perpetrators intended. This disconnect could mean that actions meant as merely malicious could be classified by courts as “hostile or warlike,” or vice versa.
For example, businesses often choose to shut down their networks to contain and remediate a major breach. The perpetrators may have done nothing intentionally disruptive, yet the victim could still suffer severely from business interruptions. Cyber operations can also unwittingly cause much greater harm than intended if malware spreads unexpectedly or if consequences cascade in unforeseen ways. In other cases, seemingly ordinary data thefts could threaten a company’s reputation, competitiveness, or liquidity—perhaps well beyond what the perpetrator envisioned.

Conversely, cyber operations actually intended as “hostile or warlike” might not produce effects that demonstrate this clearly. For example, a hostile government might seek to distract, confuse, and destabilize an adversary state through a broad-based campaign of cyber intrusions. Individually targeted companies might not discern—let alone be able to prove in court—that apparently run-of-the-mill cyber incidents were actually part of a covert operation targeting society as a whole. In other cases, the perpetrating state might carry out “loud” cyber operations in hopes of being discovered and thereby sending a signal of warning or displeasure. The intent may be hostile even if the effects are marginal or transitory.

In sum, characterizing a cyber incident as “hostile or warlike” is more difficult than recognized. A broad interpretation could sweep in most state-sponsored cyber incidents. A narrow interpretation could require assessing the perpetrators’ intent (which can be elusive) or its effects (which may be unexpected or misleading). While the war exclusion’s attribution problem has received the most attention, its separate characterization problem may be just as difficult to litigate, if not more so.

The Overinclusiveness of War Clauses

Attribution and characterization problems are not wholly unique to cyberspace. Covert or proxy attacks in the physical realm may raise similar challenges when war exclusions are invoked. But there is at least one essential difference: kinetic attacks are much rarer than cyber operations. Most companies will never be victims of war or other state-sponsored kinetic attack. Those at greatest risk, because of their operations in contested territories, know to take protective measures. As a result, the challenges of applying war exclusions for kinetic attacks have only limited practical consequence.

State-sponsored cyber operations, however, are quite common. They happen with increasing regularity during peacetime in all countries. Almost any company is at risk from state-sponsored cyber operations, whether purposeful or opportunistic. The prevalence of state-sponsored cyber operations magnifies the impact of war exclusions, including their ambiguity and uncertainty.
**Value for insureds.** For insureds, an entire class of routine cyber threats (those sponsored by states) could lack reliable insurance protection due to the war exclusion. Yet these threats are a primary rationale for purchasing cyber insurance, especially for large organizations. Consider that most cyber incidents cause relatively small losses, enabling large organizations to self-insure. It is the outlying events that call for insurance—those that cause exceptional losses and that are difficult or impossible to prevent or predict. A disproportionate number of these incidents are state-sponsored. State actors have been behind many of the most expensive cyber incidents documented in recent years—including NotPetya; WannaCry; and the breaches affecting Equifax, Yahoo!, and Marriott.

If war exclusions are used to deny claims for state-sponsored cyber incidents, then organizations will be unable to insure themselves against the most important part of today’s cyber risk landscape. This would be particularly true if war exclusions are interpreted broadly to include state-sponsored data thefts and breaches of personally identifiable information. If that happens, large organizations could conclude that insurance for cyber incidents is not very valuable.

Without reliable insurance coverage, organizations would lack adequate means to manage the serious and growing threat of state-sponsored cyber operations. They could always invest more in cyber defenses and resilience, of course. But state-sponsored cyber incidents can be extraordinarily difficult to prevent, detect, and remediate—even for large, sophisticated organizations.

Many state-sponsored cyber actors are highly skilled, organized, well-resourced, and persistent. Unlike ordinary hackers, some can leverage the tools of national power to carry out complex, blended operations—for example, using human and signals intelligence to facilitate network access, or collaborating with state media to amplify leaks of stolen data. And state-sponsored cyber actors enjoy near-immunity from legal recourse. In contrast, victims themselves are typically constrained from “hacking back” or other forms of active cyber defense under domestic law.

Private entities, in short, are seriously overmatched by state-sponsored cyber threats. This is clear from the long list of global companies and organizations that have been compromised to date. And the potential impact of a state-sponsored cyber incident can be substantial. Among small businesses, it is not uncommon for cyber incidents (whether state-sponsored or not) to result in bankruptcy or liquidation. Among large businesses, the most serious cyber incidents have caused billions of dollars in direct expenses, liability, lost shareholder value, and reputational damage.
Given the limitations of preventive measures and self-help, insurance becomes a critical tool for organizations to hedge against state-sponsored cyber threats. Blanket exclusions on coverage for state-sponsored incidents, or even significant uncertainty about coverage, would leave many organizations overexposed. Financial harm could occur well in advance of an actual cyber incident, because creditors and investors increasingly estimate cyber risk and incorporate it into capital allocation decisions.101

**Insurers’ interests and the government’s role.** Of course, what insureds view as an overly broad exclusion may look to insurers like prudent risk management. Most insurers are taking a conservative approach in the cyber market, as they have done in the past for other emerging risks. But in the long run, growth in this market will require coverage to be adequate and clear. Insurers have an interest in establishing viable ways to cover the most salient risks, and in persuading insureds that coverage is reliable. These risks arguably include state-sponsored cyber incidents.

Some insurers may take a principled position against covering any state-sponsored cyber incidents. There is a philosophical argument that governments, not private entities, should bear the financial burden of hostile international acts. And there is a practical case that state-sponsored cyber incidents are too difficult to insure—for example, they may not qualify as independent or chance events. Still, insurers with this viewpoint should not necessarily be satisfied with traditional war exclusions. Depending on how terms like “hostile or warlike” are interpreted, they may fail to exclude coverage for some state-sponsored cyber incidents, like many data breaches.

So far, governments have chosen not to assume financial responsibility for state-sponsored cyber incidents suffered by private organizations. And the historical precedents set by kinetic wars reveal that different governments at different times have had varying policies on compensation for domestic war victims. These range from no compensation at all, to public-private insurance programs, to government indemnification for some losses.102 Government insurance backstops, discussed later, offer a promising middle path for cyber losses. Without backstops in place, insurers’ appetite for covering state-sponsored cyber risk remains an open question.

**The Underinclusiveness of War Clauses**

Whether or not insurers seek any exposure to state-sponsored cyber risk, they and their regulators must remain mindful of other forms of catastrophic risk that could also threaten solvency. War exclusions may be broad, but they do not entirely protect insurance companies from all large-scale,
aggregated events (see figure 4). It is possible to imagine a future NotPetya-like attack, or something even more devastating, being carried out by nonstate actors, happening by accident, or being caused by a natural disaster. War exclusions would be no help to insurers in those cases.

Independent cyber criminals can be as capable as some state-sponsored actors and have conducted many large-scale extortion and data theft operations. In 2019, an insurance consortium surmised that cyber criminals could launch a ransomware attack many times more costly than NotPetya. Hacktivists and terrorist groups, traditionally less capable, may some day acquire powerful cyber tools sold on the black market or accidentally released by states. Insiders with privileged access to cloud servers and other valuable digital assets can inflict tremendous costs, as demonstrated in the 2019 CapitalOne hack.

A NotPetya-style cyber incident could even occur by accident. A faulty software update, for instance, could disable or damage millions of devices. Alternatively, a physical trigger like an earthquake could damage or disrupt computer equipment and cause cascading cyber-related consequences.

**FIGURE 4**

**Imperfect Correlation Between State Sponsorship and Catastrophic Cyber Risk**

- **State-sponsored cyber incidents**
  - State-sponsored breach (Marriott, Equifax)
  - State-sponsored data deletion or disruption (Sony, Las Vegas Sands)
  - State-sponsored destruction or alteration of financial data
  - State-sponsored disruption of regional power grid

- **Catastrophic cyber incidents**
  - Disruption of regional water treatment by hacktivists or terrorists
  - Insider disruption or corruption of cloud region
  - Mass cyber disruptions due to earthquake
  - Critical vulnerability or malfunction in widely used software or hardware
  - Global criminal ransomware (Bashe scenario)
As these various scenarios illustrate, insurers should not mistake war exclusions for general exclusions of cyber catastrophes. War exclusions only apply to state-sponsored incidents, not other triggers that can lead to similar impacts. Of course, war exclusions were never designed to do any more than that. But the spotlight on NotPetya makes it easy to lose sight of other important cyber risks. If NotPetya is seen as the paradigmatic cyber catastrophe, then state sponsorship will be wrongly conflated with extreme cyber risk itself. The two are only partially correlated, with war exclusions serving as a crude proxy for catastrophic risk. To effectively manage the risk of cyber catastrophes, insurers need tools tailored to that purpose.

Comparison With Terrorism Exclusions

The NotPetya litigation has focused attention on war exclusions, but these are not the only clauses at issue in the lawsuits. Some of Merck’s insurers have also invoked a terrorism exclusion, which presents very similar difficulties (see figure 5). A general discussion of terrorism exclusions is beyond the scope of this paper. For present purposes, the key point is how terrorism exclusions reproduce many of the same problems discussed above.

**FIGURE 5**

**Merck’s Terrorism Exclusion as Applied to Cyber Claims**

Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary within this insurance or any endorsement thereto it is agreed that this insurance excludes loss, damage, cost or expense of whatsoever nature directly or indirectly caused by, resulting from or in connection with any act of terrorism regardless of any other cause or event contributing concurrently or in any other sequence to the loss.

For the purpose of this endorsement an act of **terrorism** means an act, including but not limited to the use of force or violence and/or the threat thereof, of any person or group(s) of persons, whether acting alone or on behalf of or in connection with any organization(s) or government(s), committed for political, religious, ideological or similar purposes including the intention to influence any government and/or to put the public, or any section of the public, in fear.

This endorsement also excludes loss, damage, cost or expense of whatsoever nature directly or indirectly caused by, resulting from or in connection with any action taken in controlling, preventing, suppressing or in any way relating to any act of terrorism.

Merck’s terrorism exclusion, for example, refers to “any act, including but not limited to the use of force or violence.” No kinetic attack is required; a cyber incident could trigger the clause, just as with the war exclusion. The terrorism exclusion is also similarly broad. It excludes coverage of any acts “committed for political . . . purposes,” which almost by definition applies to state-sponsored cyber operations. Whether governments have strict or loose oversight of these operations, their objectives are inherently political, namely advancing national or economic security. The terrorism exclusion, then, could apply to most if not all state-sponsored cyber operations—much like the war exclusion in its broadest interpretation.

If phrases such as “political purposes” are interpreted more narrowly, then courts would need to characterize the intent behind a cyber incident to distinguish truly “political” incidents from others. The difficulties of such characterization analysis were discussed above. Moreover, determining the perpetrators’ intent often depends on knowing their identity—one aspect of the attribution problem.

In short, Merck’s war and terrorism exclusions have a similar scope and raise similar problems when applied to cyber claims. It is therefore no surprise they are both being litigated in parallel. Unfortunately, the terrorism exclusion has received much less attention in this context. This paper will primarily refer to the war exclusion for the sake of simplicity. Its analysis and recommendations apply to both clauses unless stated otherwise.

Assessing Current Industry Efforts and Trends

The war exclusion is not well-tailored to today’s cyber risk landscape. It is overinclusive in some ways, underinclusive in others, and leads to costly and uncertain lawsuits. Another approach is needed.

Since Merck and Mondelez filed suit in late 2018, the insurance industry has grappled with these issues. The lawsuits themselves are among several efforts to seek clarity and stability for the marketplace. Insurance experts have also been exploring alternatives to traditional war exclusions. Industry discussions have laid an important foundation, but no single proposal will solve this problem in the short run. Reforming the marketplace likely calls for multiple new ideas and concerted action over time from a broad range of stakeholders.

The NotPetya Litigation

For almost two years, the Merck and Mondelez cases have been focal points for discussions about cyber risks and war exclusion clauses. As the first live cases to test these issues in court, the two lawsuits have generated much suspense. Clear and consistent rulings in both cases would reduce
uncertainty about how war exclusion clauses apply to cyber claims—clarifying interpretive issues like the scope of the clauses, as well as practical issues like how to handle attribution and characterization. Even if the rulings leave one or more parties unsatisfied, they could still provide a baseline. Such an outcome would help set expectations and create a starting point for further negotiations among insurers, insureds, and regulators about the future of cyber insurance.

The judges in these cases could also provide an important intellectual contribution by publishing thoughtful analyses of the difficult issues at stake. Given the litigation’s scale and complexity, both courts will hear strong arguments from skilled advocates who have conducted deep research. The judges will have opportunities to weigh practical concerns too, like how various rulings might impact insurance markets. At the end of this intensive, adversarial process, they may be able to offer fresh perspectives and perhaps identify legal approaches not previously considered.

While there is reason to be hopeful, the insurance industry should temper its expectations for these cases. Most obviously, the two cases could produce inconsistent verdicts, further fueling uncertainty. Short of that, there are several reasons why the NotPetya litigation might still fail to provide broad, timely guidance to the marketplace.

**Precedent may be elusive.** First, the insurers in these cases have invoked a broad array of defenses—including not only the war and terrorism exclusions but also various other contract wordings and legal arguments. Some disputes involve the specific conduct of the parties. It is quite possible that these lawsuits will be resolved on grounds other than the war or terrorism exclusions. Such verdicts would leave the industry no more informed than before about how to interpret these clauses for cyber incidents.

Second, any legal precedents emerging from these cases would be somewhat limited by their facts. This limitation starts with the specific language of Merck’s and Mondelez’s respective war exclusions, which is not exactly the same; such language can vary widely in insurance contracts. Additionally, the courts may well look to other communications between the parties, or the insurers’ specific marketing and underwriting practices, to parse their intentions—potentially limiting the precessual value of any decisions. Future cyber incidents may also be different from NotPetya, inviting new rounds of legal arguments. For example, it is rare for multiple Western governments to make coordinated public statements of attribution, as happened with NotPetya. A future case with more ambiguous attribution could yield different results.

Third, trial judgments could still be many months or even years away, and they would not be legally binding on other judges in future cases. Binding precedents in the U.S. judicial system require appellate rulings, and appeals in these cases would create additional delays and uncertainty.
Meanwhile, the parties always have the option to settle privately—before, during, or even after a trial. Settlement might benefit both plaintiffs and defendants, but it would also defer a public reckoning of the legal issues at stake.

**Litigation looks backward.** Fourth, and most importantly, this litigation is backward-looking in nature: it addresses the historical meaning of previously agreed-upon contract language. The legal issues at stake in the cases are completely distinct from the forward-looking question of how insurance contracts should handle future cyber incidents. The forward-looking policy question must be decided by insurers, insureds, and regulators themselves. While the Merck and Mondelez cases grind on, insurers already are issuing new contracts and renewing old ones—raising an immediate question of what language should govern state-sponsored cyber incidents. Once the judges have ruled in the NotPetya cases, the industry will then need to evaluate whether their decisions provide useful, agreeable means of resolving future cyber claims.

A verdict, after all, reflects a judge’s legal interpretation—not necessarily the policy consensus of all stakeholders, including other government agencies. This reality brings political and regulatory risks. For example, an insurer victory in court could be fleeting if regulators or legislatures countermand the ruling with new requirements to cover NotPetya-like incidents.

There is ample history of such regulatory blowback. After Hurricane Andrew devastated Florida in 1992, the insurers that survived sought to curtail their exposure to future hurricanes. The Florida legislature responded by restricting this curtailment for several years. California took similar action in the wake of recent devastating wildfires. There are now ongoing discussions in Congress and in state legislatures over some form of mandatory pandemic insurance to cover outbreaks like the novel coronavirus. Given the possibility of regulatory or legislative action, court rulings in the NotPetya cases cannot be taken as definitive. Insurers must reach a durable understanding with both insureds and governments about the underlying policy issues.

**Silent Cyber Reforms**

Some observers view the war exclusion controversy as solely a silent cyber problem, and therefore something that could be solved by clarifying policies that are silent on cyber coverage.

**The significance of silent cyber coverage.** War exclusions have yet to be invoked in any standalone cyber insurance policies. Merck’s and Mondelez’s disputes involve only their all-hazards property and casualty policies, which are allegedly silent about cyber risks. Perhaps these insurers never intended to provide any cyber coverage and are now understandably motivated to press every possible legal defense against a massive cyber claim.
Conversely, issuers of affirmative cyber coverage have good reason not to invoke war exclusions: it might scare off potential customers. Affirmative cyber policies have historically paid many claims stemming from state-sponsored cyber operations, including instances of major data deletion and interrupted business operations.  

The different incentives and behavior of silent cyber issuers and affirmative cyber issuers suggests that eliminating silent cyber could mitigate the war exclusion problem. If insurers clearly indicated their appetite for cyber risk, then some all-hazards property and causality insurers would impose blanket cyber exclusions, while others would add affirmative cyber endorsements. The net result would be to funnel all cyber risk exposure to affirmative cyber issuers, which have less incentive to invoke war exclusions. These issuers would also be able to collect premiums that reflect the estimated risk of state-sponsored incidents. Higher premiums would improve their financial positions and make them less likely to use war exclusions as emergency safety valves for unplanned losses.

Efforts to clarify silent cyber coverage are already under way. Lloyd’s of London, at the behest of UK regulators, aims to eliminate silent cyber coverage among its syndicates by mandating greater clarity in property and casualty policies issued during 2020–2021. However, this is an ambitious timeline. Elimination of silent cyber coverage requires clear definitions of cyber risk in its many forms and clear decisions on whether and how to cover these risks. Given the varied perspectives among insureds, insurers, and government regulators, it could take years to negotiate new terms for the hundreds of billions of dollars of property and casualty coverage currently outstanding.

**Beyond silent cyber coverage.** Even the total elimination of silent cyber coverage would not solve the war exclusion controversy once and for all. While silent cyber policies represent the most urgent problem and are the focus of Merck’s and Mondelez’s lawsuits, war exclusions also exist in most affirmative cyber policies. They simply have not yet been enforced. And this non-enforcement may be temporary.

Affirmative cyber policies have low coverage limits and are generally very profitable for insurers, reducing their incentives to enforce exclusions of all kinds. These incentives will shift as the market grows and insurers thereby accumulate more risk exposure. Issuers of affirmative cyber coverage may someday face their own NotPetya moment: a new state-sponsored cyber incident of a wholly unexpected scope and scale. They might then consider invoking war exclusions too.

From the insureds’ perspective, lax enforcement of exclusions is far short of guaranteed coverage. Insureds’ investors and creditors will also want greater clarity, especially as they seek larger amounts of cyber coverage. The risks of confusing, ambiguous, and impractical war exclusions cannot be fully mitigated by insurers’ enforcement discretion.
Granted, war exclusions in many affirmative cyber policies are narrower than the Merck and Mondelez clauses.\textsuperscript{131} Yet they tend to share some fundamental problems, like requiring attribution and characterization. And cyber-specific war exclusions come with their own distinctive kinds of ambiguity.

Recall that the Merck policy has exclusions for both war and terrorism, which seem to overlap as applied to state-sponsored cyber incidents. Many affirmative cyber policies also cite both war and terrorism, but invert their relationship. They exclude war, then create an exception to this exclusion (a “write-back” or “carve-back”) that restores coverage for “cyber terrorism.”\textsuperscript{132} In other words, while the Merck policy excludes both war and terrorism, many affirmative cyber policies exclude war except when it is terrorism.

Because of how easy it is to categorize state-sponsored cyber operations as terrorism, there is a basic tension between cyber war exclusions and cyber terrorism write-backs. Cyber war exclusions may sweep a broad array of state-sponsored incidents out of coverage, only to have them swept back in again with a broad cyber terrorism write-back. The tension between these clauses raises questions about their intended application.\textsuperscript{133} This tension has never been resolved in court, and it seems like a ticking time bomb for litigation.

**Research and Dialogue on New Exclusions**

Thankfully, there are promising efforts within the insurance industry to develop alternatives to war and terrorism exclusions for cyber claims. Last year, Capsicum Re published a framework for discussion and offered two potential models to replace traditional war exclusions for cyber claims.\textsuperscript{134} In July 2020, the Geneva Association (GA) and the International Forum of Terrorism Risk (Re)Insurance Pools (IFTRIP) released the first of several papers on cyber war and cyber terrorism, debuting some interesting new concepts intended to standardize language and promote insurability.\textsuperscript{135} (Both of these proposals will be discussed later.) Meanwhile, the Lloyd’s Market Association is reexamining the war exclusion and weighing new model language for cyber claims.\textsuperscript{136}

This work is very encouraging. It demonstrates that key market players recognize the centrality of the war exclusion problem, understand the status quo is unworkable, and are generating new ideas. Efforts to convene insurers, reinsurers, insureds, brokers, and regulators together are particularly valuable. Given the many dimensions of the war exclusion challenge, it must be understood from
multiple vantage points. The risk perceptions and interests of different parties often overlap but rarely align in full. Surfacing disagreement is therefore the first step in building toward shared understanding.

Consensus, however, remains unlikely for now. There is probably no universal solution to the war exclusion challenge that would satisfy all stakeholders. If such a solution did exist, there is no global authority to impose it. Individual insurers and insureds ultimately negotiate their own contract language (although large reinsurers and regulatory agencies in key jurisdictions still wield outsized influence). Given the fractured and decentralized nature of the insurance industry, change is likely to emerge in slow, piecemeal fashion. No single paper or working group can drive this process alone. Rather, many actors must be educated and engaged over time.

Most discussions to date have happened inside the insurance industry, with only limited engagement from outside experts in geopolitics, cyber statecraft, or cybersecurity public policy. Yet the war exclusion challenge is interdisciplinary by nature. Industry-led reforms must be firmly grounded in the realities of state-sponsored cyber operations—including why and how states use such tools and the role of cyber conflict in a changing global security environment. Conversely, national policymakers charged with addressing state-sponsored cyber threats must understand the role of insurance—including its potential benefits for society and its ongoing limitations. An independent think tank specializing in international affairs like the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace is well-positioned to help bridge these gaps.

**Trends in State-Sponsored Cyber Operations**

While insurers and insureds grapple with these issues, the underlying threat of state-sponsored cyber incidents continues to grow. Offensive cyber capabilities that were formerly held by just a few major governments are proliferating widely. Dozens of governments now have offensive cyber programs—which leverage the international black market, homegrown hacking communities, sophisticated turnkey tools sold by private companies, partnerships among likeminded governments, and repurposing of cyberweapons unwittingly disclosed by adversary states. And many countries are motivated to target global corporations for espionage, sabotage, or influence.

The impact of state-sponsored cyber operations also appears to be growing. Events like the 2015–2016 Ukrainian power disruptions, the 2017 NotPetya attack, and the 2017 WannaCry attack illustrate how state-sponsored actors continue to set new precedents for damaging civilian systems.
These actors are encouraged by a climate of tolerance—a widespread perception that states and their cyber proxies have not suffered significant consequences and can keep pushing the envelope.139

Finally, cyber actors are exploring new ways to thwart attribution. There are more frequent reports of state-sponsored cyber actors masquerading as other actors and taking other sophisticated measures to complicate attribution.140 Meanwhile, more governments are turning to shadowy proxy forces to make their actions more plausibly deniable.

To counter these trends, intelligence agencies and private firms have invested more in cyber attribution capabilities. These investments have yielded concrete new insights and helped create somewhat more accountability for malicious cyber activity than existed before. Nevertheless, attribution is a cat-and-mouse game between two highly determined and adaptive groups (perpetrators and investigators). The long-term trajectory of this contest is unknown, and the balance of advantages may shift from time to time based on technological and tactical innovations. While attribution capabilities may well improve, insurers must also consider the possibility that attribution could be harder at points in the future than it is today.

Evaluating Potential Solutions

New language should replace traditional war exclusions in both affirmative and silent cyber coverage. Language alone cannot solve all the underlying challenges in cyber insurance that NotPetya exposed, but language reforms can work alongside broader reforms to support market growth and maturation. To balance the interests of insurers, insureds, and governments, solutions should focus on two overarching goals.

The first goal must be clarity and practicability in insurance coverage rules. To the greatest extent possible, insurers, insureds, and regulators should have shared expectations about what kinds of claims would be excluded. Moreover, the contract language should not require costly, lengthy, and uncertain litigation to apply.

The second goal should be a manageable zone of coverage that provides adequate value for insureds without jeopardizing the profitability or solvency of insurers. Threading this needle would require financially sustainable and balanced transactions among insurers, insureds, and possibly governments to ensure that cyber risk coverage is both sufficient and actuarially sound. If such a coverage zone
could be defined, it would offer profits to insurers, protection to insureds, and broad benefits for society at large. A manageable zone of coverage would foster growth and maturation in the marketplace, enabling insurers to do more over time to shape the risk environment.141

Overview of Proposed Approach

A crude approach would be to eliminate war and terrorism exclusions entirely for cyber claims, in both affirmative and silent coverage. But removal of these exclusions without adequate replacements would create its own problems, discussed below. This section therefore focuses on designing replacement exclusions that would address the known disadvantages of traditional war exclusions, while avoiding or at least minimizing new problems. In the end, all possible exclusions bring trade-offs, and market players must choose how to balance them.

As discussed, the war exclusion is both overinclusive and underinclusive with respect to cyber claims. That is because war exclusions are preoccupied with a variable—state sponsorship—that is only indirectly related to risk. A better approach would begin with a new exclusion for catastrophic cyber risk, having nothing to do with war or state sponsorship. This exclusion would align with basic principles of insurability, denying coverage for cyber incidents—whether in war, peace, or anywhere in between—that threaten aggregated losses beyond what insurers could bear.

Designing such an exclusion is no easy task. But if successful, a cyber catastrophe exclusion would be clearer and more practical than war exclusions for cyber claims, and it would provide a more manageable zone of coverage. Such a clause would then be paired with a revised “war” exclusion, as described later. The two exclusions would work in tandem. The catastrophe exclusion could be insurers’ first line of defense against extraordinary cyber losses regardless of cause or perpetrator. This arrangement would relieve pressure on the “war” exclusion, which could then focus narrowly on its specific historical purposes as applied to cyberspace.

Designing a Cyber Catastrophe Exclusion

Insurers already have many mechanisms in place to limit their exposure to catastrophic risk. They can curtail their exposure to high-risk coverage areas, scrutinize potential clients during underwriting, and set limits or sublimits on individual policy amounts. Insurers can also offload some amount of risk onto others through tools like reinsurance, retrocession (reinsurance for reinsurers), or—for some lines of coverage—insurance pools, insurance-linked securities, and various forms of government backstopping.
But NotPetya helped to illustrate how these mechanisms might still fall short in cyber insurance. Meanwhile, some risk-limiting mechanisms in cyber coverage—like low ceilings on individual policy amounts—have reduced its appeal for insureds, inhibiting demand and slowing market growth.

An exclusion specifically tailored for cyber catastrophes could help insurers and reinsurers manage the risk of extreme cyber events—whether malicious or nonmalicious, including those with physical triggers—more effectively than traditional war exclusions. The major challenge in designing a cyber catastrophe exclusion is predicting what kinds of perils or triggers could result in catastrophic losses and therefore how the exclusion should be worded.

**Challenges of defining cyber catastrophe.** Catastrophe is a subjective concept. Different insurers and reinsurers will have different views on what qualifies as an uninsurable cyber catastrophe based on their unique risk appetites and varying estimates of cyber risk itself. The goal is not a single uniform exclusion, but a palatable menu of options.

Crafting this menu means considering the diverse and ever-changing cyber risk landscape. Use of digital technology by insureds and third parties is constantly evolving, and no one has a complete or accurate view of where risk lies or will lie in the future. For example, parties signing a one-year cyber insurance contract in late 2019 could not have anticipated how the coronavirus pandemic would drastically change the technology usage and cyber vulnerabilities of most insureds.

Changing patterns of technology usage mean that a once-obscure software platform, data repository, or hardware subcomponent can quickly become critical to millions of people, sometimes without anyone noticing or being able to assess the implications. High-stakes vulnerabilities in critical systems can be discovered years after the fact, while patching them can be both time-consuming and challenging. Moreover, sophisticated cyber threat actors innovate their tactics continuously and take active measures to frustrate monitoring and analysis by network defenders.

Taking these factors together, it is very challenging to predict what sorts of triggers could lead to uninsurable cyber catastrophes, let alone to find magic words that describe these risks with clarity. This is not an unfamiliar challenge to insurers, but it is particularly complex in the cyber realm.

**Specific or infrastructure-oriented definitions.** There are at least two basic approaches to the problem. One is to exclude specific event types that are most likely to cause catastrophic damage and losses. For example, Munich Re excludes cyber losses stemming from electrical grid outages and failures of
core internet infrastructure such as the Domain Name System. It reasons that these scenarios carry “a systemic accumulation risk” due to the large number of affected parties and cannot be adequately modeled. This sort of “infrastructure exclusion” is used by many affirmative cyber issuers.

Infrastructure exclusions help to manage some classic sources of catastrophic risk, namely electricity and telecommunications outages not under the insured’s control. With such centralized utilities, a single system failure can have direct downstream impacts on many customers and third parties. But in the modern era, new kinds of catastrophes can develop in unexpected places and spread in nonlinear ways. Interconnected computer systems and supply chains create a web of complexity in which systemic risks can lie undetected. Such risks, once triggered, may then cascade in multiple directions.

NotPetya, for example, spread among large multinational corporations via compromised Ukrainian tax preparation software—no one’s definition of critical infrastructure. Similarly, major cyber vulnerabilities with global consequences have been found in widely used encryption algorithms or microprocessors. Incidents connected to these vulnerabilities would be outside the scope of most infrastructure exclusions, as the vulnerable software and hardware was locally installed and operated by end users—meaning it was under control of the insured. These cases illustrate how the compromise of millions of identical software or hardware components could be just as devastating as the compromise of a single centralized service supporting millions of users.

**General or impact-oriented definitions.** A second approach would be to use broad language to exclude general categories of high-consequence risk, beyond electrical and telecommunications infrastructure. Umbrella terms such as “essential services” or “critical infrastructure” can indicate a larger category of assets whose disruption or damage could lead to uninsurable losses.

These assets can be defined by their societal function, rather than their specific industry or infrastructure type, to account for the inherent unpredictability of future cyber catastrophes. Of course, a flexibly worded exclusion should not become all-encompassing. Carefully worded examples (which would be illustrative but not exhaustive) can help to signal focus and intent. An exclusion could also be bounded in some quantitative way. For instance, it could be triggered for cyber incidents causing a certain level of loss or damage in a certain number of countries.
A proposed cyber catastrophe exclusion. Figure 6 is a proposed model of a cyber catastrophe exclusion for affirmative and silent cyber coverage. It seeks to combine the best of both approaches: electricity and telecommunications outages are encompassed within broader categories of catastrophic risk, while caveats and illustrations help to clarify the boundaries of the exclusion. Compared to traditional war exclusions, this model language is meant to better match risk and be less technically demanding or fact-intensive to apply. It also sets an intentionally high bar for triggering the exclusion. It aims to exclude the starkest and most disastrous cases, while leaving others covered. Three aspects of this proposal help to clarify its intent.

First, it defines essential services as those whose failure, even if temporary, could threaten life or “societal functioning.” Thus, it suggests a cyber catastrophe would be something more than mere economic disruption. Second, its illustrative examples are selective and focused on the most sensitive or time-critical infrastructure. For example, “short-term financial services” might include ATMs or clearinghouses, but not mortgage origination or student loan servicing. Third, the exclusion is only triggered if disruptions to an essential service are “serious or enduring” or cause harms beyond just one locality. All these caveats help to bound what is otherwise meant to be a flexible, open-ended description of cyber catastrophe that could apply to any number of triggers.

Implied risk tolerance. This language helps to draw a line between cyber incidents on the scale observed to date and future incidents that potentially could be many times more devastating. NotPetya, the high-water mark of historic cyber incidents, would not trigger this exclusion. Although NotPetya
caused vast losses from property damage and interrupted business operations, it did not disrupt essential services critical for public safety, public health, or societal functioning. By covering NotPetya-scale events, this language implies a certain level of risk tolerance.

More risk-averse insurers or reinsurers might view this definition of cyber catastrophes as too narrow and wish to broaden the exclusion. For example, the specific illustrative examples of essential services could become more general: “the food supply” could be expanded to cover “food and agriculture,” “core telecommunications infrastructure” could become “communications and digital infrastructure,” and so on. These sorts of changes would further reduce insurers’ exposure to catastrophic losses, compelling insureds to retain more risk. Broadening the exclusion would offer more financial security to insurers and reinsurers, while potentially lowering demand and increasing litigation.

Quantitative approaches. Any attempt to describe catastrophic risk in words will be imperfect. Catastrophic scenarios cannot be entirely predicted. It is also possible for a series of events to cause extreme, aggregated damage even when each event individually falls just short of the exclusion threshold. For these reasons, qualitative efforts to craft exclusion language could be paired with quantitative efforts to cap exposure (in dollar terms or the number of insurable events in a single year) and to attract new capital to help shoulder the risk.

Promising avenues include insurance-linked securities, parametric risk transfer contracts, and government backstops. Each of these risk-limiting mechanisms has proven effective in other coverage areas but remains nascent or experimental for cyber coverage. While these mechanisms will take time and effort to fully establish, they are likely essential for cyber insurance to catch up with cyber risk itself.

Designing a New “War” Exclusion for Cyber Claims

The cyber catastrophe exclusion discussed above has important advantages over today’s war exclusions. It is better tailored to risk and does not require any painful lawsuits over attribution. At first blush, it might seem appealing to eliminate war exclusions for cyber claims and allow a catastrophe exclusion to stand on its own. But insurers may wish to retain something like a “war” exclusion for cyber claims. Even so, it should look quite different than traditional war exclusions.

Why retain a “war” exclusion? There are at least three arguments for supplementing a cyber catastrophe exclusion with some kind of exclusion for war-related or state-sponsored cyber operations. First, war exclusions help to absolve insurers of moral hazard. If wartime and other state-sponsored cyber attacks are always insured, states might tend to act more aggressively, knowing that insurers would help bear the cost of any cyber retaliation. An exclusion could at least mitigate this hazard.
Second, war exclusions for cyber claims can ensure fair treatment for wartime losses of different types. Kinetic war will and should remain excluded from most standard insurance lines, due to its high cost, aggregation risk, and unpredictability. Yet kinetic wars increasingly have cyber dimensions, as more militaries adopt cyber tools to complement or directly enable kinetic operations. If the war exclusion clause is eliminated for cyber incidents but retained for other perils, there would be a major disconnect in insurance treatment of kinetic and cyber attacks suffered during the same war.

Third, a state of war or even lower-level conflict between two states might lead to a series of cyber incidents that individually fall below the threshold of the catastrophe exclusion but collectively cause large-scale aggregated losses. A revamped war exclusion could seek to account for this type of loss correlation.

Today’s war exclusions should not be the model for cyber claims. Instead something more specific and narrower is needed. Its primary purpose would not be to exclude massive, uninsurable cyber losses arising from war or state-sponsored cyber incidents, because the cyber catastrophe exclusion would already do that. The catastrophe exclusion is focused on insurability in war as well as in peace, regardless of the perpetrator. Rather, a new exclusion would fulfill the three purposes identified above.

As with the cyber catastrophe exclusion, designing a new “war” exclusion for cyber claims is no easy matter. Quite a few challenging questions must be answered along the way.

Is “war” still a relevant term, in or out of cyberspace? The traditional distinction between war and peace has been challenged by many observers as increasingly irrelevant. Legally, formal declarations of war have been largely replaced with undeclared armed conflicts. Meanwhile, many countries have developed foreign policies and military doctrines that deemphasize large-scale armed conflict. Instead they elevate other forms of contestation and confrontation—involving more sporadic and low-intensity violence, more covert and deniable actions, greater use of proxy actors, less adherence to clearly defined battlefields, and more integration of military activity with other tools of national power.

Experts disagree on how to describe these phenomena. The “gray zone,” “hybrid warfare,” and “geopolitical competition” are just a few of the proposed terms. Within the insurance industry, GA/IFTRIP has offered “hostile cyber activity” as a way to describe state-sponsored cyber operations that fall short of war. But regardless of the terminology, there is general consensus on the overall direction of the international security environment.

This new environment defies simple categorization. For example, U.S. military doctrine since 2018 has rejected “the obsolete peace/war binary” in favor of a “competition continuum” that includes
“cooperation, competition below armed conflict, and armed conflict.” Importantly, the different parts of this continuum “are not mutually exclusive conditions” and “can exist concurrently.” In this nonlinear worldview, military tools are not reserved for an ultimate state of armed conflict. Rather, military operations of varying kinds are used continuously to influence adversaries and allies and shape the security environment. Cyber operations exemplify this approach.

In national security circles, cyberspace is often cited as a paradigmatic arena of gray-zone competition. Many governments view cyber operations as ideally suited for pursuing national interests short of war. Cyber operations are stealthy, deniable, cost-effective, have global reach, and seem less likely to trigger damaging blowback than other tools. These incentives have led to the pervasive use of cyber operations—initially by a small group of elite cyber powers like the United States and Russia, and now by scores of countries. The vast majority of these activities have occurred outside the context of any armed conflict.

As a result, some governments and experts are paying less attention to long-running debates about what might qualify as “cyber war,” “acts of war in cyberspace,” or an “armed attack equivalent.” This school of thought holds that states should focus less on distinguishing “war” from peace in cyberspace, and more on how to compete in the cyber gray zone. For example, U.S. cyber strategists now embrace “persistent engagement” with adversaries—a never-ending series of maneuvers designed to create transitory strategic advantages. The trend is broadly similar in other countries.

With military thinkers and cyber conflict experts both shifting away from “war” and even armed conflict as their dominant paradigm, does it make sense for the insurance industry to stick with those terms? And if the term “war” is no longer adequate for cyber insurance, how can it be replaced or refined?

One answer is to retain the concept of war but define it in more objective terms. For example, Capsicum Re has proposed an exclusion for cyber incidents linked to “kinetic military action,” regardless of any formal declaration or public acknowledgment by the belligerent states. Another approach would be to introduce new terms for capturing the cyber gray zone short of war, like GA/IFTRIP’s “hostile cyber activity.”

Both ideas have different implications but reflect the same key insight: the language of insurance policies must evolve to better reflect real-world realities of conflict. These proposals, and other possibilities, are compared in greater detail below.

**What is the role of attribution?** Any reform proposal must somehow account for twin challenges that plague war exclusions: attribution (who was responsible) and characterization (the nature or intent of
the incident). Interestingly, war exclusion reformers tend to accept attribution as a necessary evil. Capsicum Re describes it as “the unavoidable problem.”\textsuperscript{161} GA/IFTRIP called attribution a basic limitation that “will inevitably be difficult.”\textsuperscript{162}

However, it is possible to imagine new kinds of war exclusions that sidestep attribution. One approach would be geographically based. In maritime shipping, the Lloyd’s Market Association operates a Joint War Committee that designates high-risk geographic areas where special rules and rates may apply.\textsuperscript{163} Something similar could be devised for cyber claims. Kinetic combat zones or other territories at high risk of state-sponsored cyber operations could be identified. Losses suffered in these areas could then be excluded from cyber coverage, regardless of the perpetrator’s identity. Model language for this geographic approach is offered later.

\textbf{What is the role of characterization?} Whether attribution is required or not, the characterization problem must be tackled separately. Traditional war exclusions involve characterizing whether a cyber incident is “hostile or warlike,” a tricky determination that would probably mean assessing the intent or effects of an operation. As with attribution, war exclusion reformers often retain some form of characterization requirement.

For example, GA/IFTRIP offers several ways that “hostile cyber activity” might be defined. Some definitions look to the intent behind a cyber incident (such as whether it is carried out “in the interest of a state”), and some look to the incident’s ultimate effects (certain types of government or business disruptions, or specified economic or political damage).\textsuperscript{164} Capsicum Re takes a more general approach, excluding cyber incidents that are “in connection with a state of war” or “part of, directly connected to, or in support of kinetic military action.”\textsuperscript{165} Courts would presumably develop more detailed rules for assessing connections between specific cyber incidents and military conflicts, perhaps by looking at intent or effects.

NotPetya illustrates how difficult characterization can be. On the one hand, insurers could certainly argue that NotPetya is connected to kinetic military action and therefore excludable under some proposed approaches. The cyber attack was conducted by the Russian military and coincided with Russian kinetic operations in eastern Ukraine. NotPetya helped to advance Russian military objectives for its kinetic conflict in Ukraine—namely, eroding Ukrainian popular will to resist Russia and Russian-aligned militants (by damaging the Ukrainian economy), as well as driving a wedge between Ukraine and its Western allies (by punishing foreign companies involved in Ukraine).

On the other hand, insureds would have strong counterarguments. NotPetya was not a battlefield action or synchronized at the tactical level with any Russian kinetic maneuvers. It was designed to target civilian companies, most of which were based in other countries far from the Ukraine-Russia
conflict.\textsuperscript{166} And given its global scale, perhaps NotPetya was meant to support Russia’s global strategic objectives, rather than (or in addition to) its military operations in Ukraine. These wider objectives include fostering a sense of chaos and insecurity in the Western world, signaling Russia’s cyber capabilities for deterrence purposes, and forcing other powers to respect Russia’s interests and great power status by posturing as a spoiler.\textsuperscript{167}

The characterization problem invites lengthy litigation featuring expert testimony from dueling military and cyber experts, with unpredictable outcomes. While difficult to avoid, alternatives are possible. A geographically based exclusion offers one potential path. If all cyber incidents within a certain kinetic conflict zone are excluded, there would be no need to characterize any individual incident. Instead, the focus would shift to characterizing the conflict itself (to establish a geographic zone of exclusion). This approach would come with its own challenges but would likely be easier and cheaper to litigate. Such zones could even be publicly pre-declared, like the Joint War Committee’s high-risk areas.

When does a “war” or conflict state begin and end? A new cyber exclusion might be conflict-independent—that is, encompassing a broad range of cyber incidents in the gray zone short of “war.” Or it might be conflict-dependent, applying only when some state of kinetic military conflict exists. GA/IFTRIP’s concept of hostile cyber activity takes the former approach, while Capsicum Re’s framework and this paper’s proposal for a geographically based exclusion are examples of the latter.\textsuperscript{168}

Conflict-dependent exclusions must set a clear threshold for recognizing that a kinetic conflict state has begun. This means distinguishing minor military exchanges from more substantial combat. Without such a distinction, a single minor use of force might trigger the exclusion. Moreover, there must be a clear termination condition that indicates when a conflict state, once begun for insurance purposes, would subsequently expire. For example, Capsicum Re’s model language looks to the connection between a cyber incident and kinetic military action (“usually, but not necessarily, including lethal force”).\textsuperscript{169} Courts would need to develop caselaw on when such a connection begins and ends.

In the international gray zone, kinetic military action can arise quite frequently, depending on how this term is interpreted. Would an unintended collision between U.S. and Chinese military aircraft, as occurred in 2001, qualify and therefore trigger an exclusion?\textsuperscript{170} What about China seizing a small U.S. undersea drone, as it did in 2016?\textsuperscript{171} Or Russia’s frequent unsafe, unprofessional intercepts of U.S. aircraft and naval vessels—which have not yet caused kinetic damage but are designed to create risk of damage?\textsuperscript{172} These examples show the need for, and difficulty of, defining a clear lower bound of kinetic conflict.
The termination condition raises similar challenges. Consider the U.S. killing of Qassem Soleimani in January 2020, an apparent act of kinetic military action. This kind of event could conceivably trigger an exclusion for any losses arising from immediate Iranian cyber retaliation. But as more time passes without new U.S.-Iran military engagements, the connection with any subsequent cyber incidents would become harder to assess, and the exclusion would become more ambiguous.

If Iran were to launch a retaliatory cyber attack six months later, would an exclusion still apply? Such delays are not uncommon, as states require time to develop complex cyber operations and may wish to avoid escalatory spirals. In 2014, Iran conducted a data deletion attack on the Las Vegas Sands Corporation in apparent retaliation for comments that its chairman had made more than three months earlier.173

These gray-zone scenarios are both diverse and pervasive, indicating the benefits of a clear and substantial minimum threshold so as to avoid an overbroad exclusion. Some possible language is offered later.

**What are the territorial boundaries of “war” or hostility in cyberspace?** Unlike kinetic military operations, cyber operations can have simultaneous impacts across multiple countries or regions. This raises complicated questions about the territorial remit of any “war” exclusion. A geographically based exclusion would need to define clear and meaningful territorial boundaries. And once these boundaries are set, applying them would require somehow geolocating cyber losses and defining them as inside or outside the exclusion zone. Geolocation may not be straightforward. An insured corporation that suffers a cyber attack might have its headquarters in one country; its affected business operations in another country; and its impacted hardware, software, and data spread among multiple countries.

The difficulties of parsing such geographic nuances can be avoided by a global rule, like the GA/IFTRIP concept of “hostile cyber activity.” However, a global exclusion could sweep quite broadly—applying to the losses of so-called bystanders far away from any conflict or belligerent state.174 In the case of NotPetya, most losses were collateral damage suffered outside of Ukraine.

Below, this paper offers model language for a geographically based exclusion that would apply only to losses experienced within zones of kinetic conflict (for example, Ukrainian territory in the case of NotPetya). To geolocate cyber losses, such an exclusion relies on the fact that all cyber activity ultimately has a physical reality in hardware.

**What types of actors can trigger “war” exclusions?** Traditional war exclusions apply only to acts committed by states and their agents. Courts have held that de facto states can trigger war exclusions,
but they have interpreted this term somewhat narrowly. For instance, a U.S. federal appeals court ruled last year that Hamas is not a de facto state and therefore cannot trigger war exclusions.\(^{175}\)

Yet in the modern world, Hamas and other statelike entities like Hezbollah and the self-proclaimed Islamic State can amass significant military and cyber capabilities. They can fight kinetic wars and conduct sophisticated cyber operations.\(^{176}\) Such actions might or might not trigger terrorism exclusions (or write-backs), depending on the actions’ nature and the clauses’ wording. As the insurance industry rethinks war and terrorism exclusions for cyber claims, it might more explicitly address statelike entities with demonstrated capabilities to make “war” in and out of cyberspace.

**A proposed geographic exclusion.** These questions posed above do not have definitive answers. Rather, they indicate complexities and trade-offs that will likely require years of negotiation and refinement. To stimulate these discussions, figure 7 gives model language for a new, geographically based war exclusion for cyber claims in both affirmative and silent cyber coverage.

**FIGURE 7**

**Proposal for a New Cyber Catastrophe Exclusion**

This insurance does not cover any loss, damage, liability, cost, or expense of any kind directly or indirectly arising out of, resulting from, or in consequence of **wartime cyber-induced impacts.**

**Wartime cyber-induced impacts** mean degradation of the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of computer software or data, or their communications, where such software, data, or communications is stored or processed on hardware physically located within an area of hostilities.

**Area of hostilities** means the entire sovereign territory of a state, provided that anywhere within such territory, major combat operations are taking place at the time of the wartime cyber-induced impacts or are initiated, in whole or in part, by the wartime cyber-induced impacts.

**Major combat operations** mean regularly recurring or large-scale military operations between at least two states or statelike entities, including any forces under their direct control, which result in significant loss of life or widespread destruction of physical property.

**Statelike entity** means a nonstate organization that exercises enduring, de facto political authority in a definable physical area and controls substantial conventional military capability. Examples include Hamas in Gaza, Hezbollah in parts of Lebanon, and formerly the so-called Islamic State in parts of Iraq and Syria.
This proposal tests some possible answers to the questions raised above. First, it retains the concept of “war” while narrowing its scope to specific, high levels of violence. The intent is to avoid excluding gray-zone cyber activities, which occur daily. This language would instead exclude cyber incidents only in cases widely recognized as wars—where large-scale physical destruction or loss of life gives rise to the core actuarial challenges that historically justified war exclusions. Such an arrangement would greatly shrink the scope of excluded incidents compared to today’s war exclusions. With a smaller universe of cases at stake, litigation over its terms would become less common. (The cyber catastrophe exclusion would bear more of this burden.)

Second, this proposal limits the geographic scope of the exclusion to a defined place called an “area of hostilities” and provides concrete but flexible conditions for a state of conflict to begin and end. These conditions are stated as clearly as possible, while still accounting for the fact that each conflict has unique and sometimes unpredictable contours. The language captures two distinct types of kinetic engagement—an ongoing exchange of violence, and a single episode of massive violence. To create even further clarity, an insurance industry body akin to the Joint War Committee could make periodic public declarations of where such areas of hostilities exist.

Of course, there are inherent limits on precision in such a diverse arena as war. Courts would still need to develop jurisprudence to apply these terms. But large-scale kinetic conflict tends to occur in plain sight, obviating the need for the kind of costly evidence and expert testimony essential to litigating traditional war exclusions for cyber claims. Legal debates over the nature of a given military conflict should be simpler and cheaper affairs than the NotPetya litigation.

**Beyond attribution.** The third and most radical element of this proposal is that it completely eliminates the need for attributing the cyber incident or characterizing its connection to the kinetic conflict. It simply excludes all losses tied to computer systems inside a conflict zone. This means that difficult judgments about the identity and state authority of perpetrators, their intent, or the political and military significance of a cyber incident become irrelevant. Instead, there is a blanket exclusion for all cyber claims within certain territories. This blanket exclusion would not be particularly harsh for insureds because “major combat operations” as defined in this language would be a rare condition.

Note that the “area of hostilities” is based on where major combat operations are occurring, not which countries are fighting the conflict. For example, the United States has conducted major combat operations in multiple countries since 2001, but these have all been expeditionary missions—not conducted on U.S. soil. Had this exclusion been in effect, it would not yet have
applied within U.S. territory. For that matter, the exclusion would not have applied within other countries that fought alongside or hosted U.S. troops (except those countries, like Iraq, that actually experienced major combat operations).

This definition of “area of hostilities” is intended to geographically link any cyber exclusion to the physical occurrence and sites of combat. A geographic link helps to focus the exclusion on its core purposes and confine it to a clear, manageable set of scenarios.

Admittedly, this may involve some moral hazard for expeditionary military operations. A country’s decision to conduct major combat operations abroad will often increase the risk of retaliatory cyber attacks against private entities within its home territory. Underwriting this form of cyber risk might, in the eyes of some insurers, encourage governments to pursue riskier, possibly destabilizing foreign policies. On the other hand, launching a foreign military campaign is a weighty decision based on many factors; the influence of cyber insurance coverage on such decisions is therefore debatable. Insurers that do consider this an important risk would probably reject or modify the proposed exclusion.

Fourth, the proposed language treats statelike entities as equivalent to states. Given the emergence and resilience of statelike entities, and the significant cyber and kinetic capabilities they have accumulated, it seems inevitable that they will participate in future conflict of both kinds. This language anticipates that likelihood.

The proposal is no doubt novel and is intended to provoke debate and inspire other imaginative solutions. It introduces terms that are unfamiliar to the insurance industry. But as other proposals have recognized, the world is changing and insurance concepts must change in response. The model language also involves some ambiguity and would result in litigation. Though ambiguity can never be eliminated, it can be managed by replacing more harmful with less harmful forms. Litigation over this proposal should be simpler, less fact intensive, and more likely to result in meaningful precedents that help settle market expectations.

**Testing Solutions With Scenarios**

The test of any proposal is how it applies to specific scenarios. Insurers, insureds, and government regulators will distrust any language that is not transparent about how it would operate in practice. Below are eight scenarios illustrating how the two proposed exclusions—for cyber catastrophes and
war—would function together. These scenarios are neither exhaustive nor the most extreme or damaging scenarios imaginable. They aim to clarify the intent of these exclusions and reveal their limitations.

**Scenario 1: A NotPetya Sequel**

Russia conducts another data destruction attack—first striking Ukraine, then spreading globally—with roughly the same impacts.

Losses within Ukraine would be excluded as wartime cyber-induced impacts, because Ukrainian territory qualifies as an area of hostilities due to Russia’s combat operations there. (Whether a loss is considered “within Ukraine” would depend on whether the affected hardware is physically located there.) However, losses in all other countries would not be excluded. This scenario illustrates how the proposed exclusions would lead to a clear result in the NotPetya litigation. The catastrophe exclusion would not come into play because NotPetya and its hypothesized sequel did not disrupt essential services.

**Scenario 2: A Retaliatory Iranian Cyber Attack**

Iran conducts a data deletion attack on U.S. companies in response to Soleimani’s killing.

The wartime exclusion would not apply because no major combat operations are taking place in U.S. territory. This scenario illustrates how the proposed wartime exclusion is narrowly focused in its geographic scope and would not implicate gray-zone situations short of war. (The catastrophe exclusion might still come into play if, for example, Iran succeeded in shutting down hospitals or electric power grids on a substantial scale.)

If the United States retaliates against Iran’s cyber attack by conducting large-scale military operations against Iranian forces, major combat operations would then exist in the operative territories—perhaps Iran itself, Syria, Iraq, and/or Yemen. Future cyber losses of all kinds inside those specific territories would then be excluded until the end of major combat operations. The United States would not qualify as an area of hostilities unless significant kinetic combat took place there.
Scenario 3: A Ransomware Attack in Syria

A criminal ransomware attack disrupts a multinational company’s operations in Syria.

Losses inside Syria could be excluded, depending on whether Syria is deemed an area of hostilities at the time. The extraordinary complexity and fluidity of the Syrian war provides a difficult test case for proposed definitions of conflict.

From at least 2014 until 2019, the Islamic State was a statelike entity engaged in major combat operations with a variety of national militaries inside Syrian territory. The Islamic State ceased to exist as a statelike entity when it lost its last territory in 2019. However, since late 2019, Turkey and its proxies have conducted incursions into northern Syria and periodically clashed with the Syrian military. It can therefore be argued that Syria has been an area of hostilities since 2014, and if that is the case, any cyber losses within the country would trigger the proposed exclusion of wartime cyber impacts.

Although the perpetrator in this scenario is a mere criminal without any known goal of influencing the war, the exclusion would still operate, as it does not depend on attribution or characterization. Cyber losses outside of Syria would not be excluded, unless they resulted from disruptions of essential services and therefore triggered the catastrophe exclusion.

Scenario 4: Sabotage at a Water Treatment Plant

A hostile insider sabotages the computer systems of a water treatment plant, causing illnesses and, later, the interruption of the water supply.

Losses would be excluded based on their catastrophic nature, as water and water treatment are essential services and their disruption creates serious threats to public health. This scenario illustrates how the cyber catastrophe exclusion operates regardless of perpetrator, requiring no connection to war or state sponsorship.
Scenario 5: A State-Sponsored Data Breach

*Chinese military hackers steal personal data from a German company.*

Despite its state sponsorship, this act would not trigger the wartime cyber exclusion because German territory is not an area of hostilities. The incident also would not qualify as catastrophic, unless the victim company operates an essential service and remediation of the breach were to require system shutdowns that significantly disrupt that service. This scenario illustrates how the most common types of state-sponsored operations (network penetration and data theft) would generally not trigger the proposed exclusions.

Scenario 6: A Decapitation Cyber Attack

*Russia launches a debilitating cyber attack on Georgia immediately prior to a ground invasion.*

Losses would be excluded. Although an area of hostilities had not yet existed at the time of the cyber attack, the wartime exclusion also applies to cyber attacks that “initiated” major combat operations. This scenario illustrates one way the wartime condition could be triggered.

Scenario 7: A Disruption of Cloud Services

*A major cloud service provider suffers a forty-eight-hour disruption, causing widespread second- and third-order impacts.*

Application of the cyber catastrophe exclusion would depend on whether the disrupted cloud services are deemed “essential services.” This determination, in turn, depends on the nature of these impacted cloud services and the cloud customers being served. For example, if a regional hospital chain relies on certain cloud services to make many life-saving treatment decisions, those specific cloud services could be considered “essential” under the proposed exclusion terms. On the other hand, many cloud services are not critical for public safety, public health, or societal functioning and
would therefore presumably not trigger the exclusion (though considerations of aggregation and cascade effects require further analysis). The same data center might provide both essential and non-essential cloud services.

This scenario illustrates how the proposed definition of “essential services” is nuanced in application. It also reveals some challenges in insurance treatment of the cloud, which go beyond the scope of this paper. More work must be done to understand cloud resiliency, identify aggregation potential, prioritize risks, and work toward standard requirements for insurance coverage. These tasks will require additional coordination among insurers, regulators, essential service operators, and providers of cloud and other information technology services.

Scenario 8: A Cyber 9/11

Hackers inspired by the Islamic State carry out large-scale ransomware attacks that shut down hospitals and public transportation in multiple countries.

Losses would be excluded under the cyber catastrophe clause, given the disruption to essential services (hospitals and transportation). The wartime exclusion would not come into play, unless the victim countries were already considered areas of hostilities.

This scenario illustrates how the proposed exclusions compare with existing ways of treating terrorist acts in cyberspace. Under Merck’s property and causality policy, this incident would be excluded as terrorism. Under many affirmative cyber policies, however, it would be covered through a cyber terrorism write-back.

Backstopping the Market

This paper’s proposals are meant to create a manageable zone of coverage, while being clear and practical in their application. But their true financial impact is difficult to estimate. With cyber insurance in an immature state, no settled consensus exists on the boundary between insurable and uninsurable cyber risks. Any proposed dividing line will be controversial, and its actuarial viability may be doubted.

Reinsurers, which specialize in understanding catastrophic and aggregated risks, will play a central role in assessing actuarial viability. The broader investment community will weigh in, too, as tools
like insurance-linked securities or private pool mechanisms seek to draw in alternative sources of capital.\textsuperscript{181} Insurance regulators, whose expertise is in financial soundness, are also key players.

The Role of Government Backstops

But market players may prove unable to address catastrophic or state-sponsored cyber risk on their own, given the amount of risk and uncertainty. Even if the insurance industry devises clear and practical alternatives to traditional war exclusions, reinsurers, investors, and regulators could still deem these alternatives too financially risky. In that case, a government backstop for cyber insurance might be needed.

Government backstops help pay claims that are too catastrophic for private markets to bear on their own. As of 2010, the governments of nine members of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development offered terrorism insurance backstops of various kinds.\textsuperscript{182} The U.S. Terrorism Risk Insurance Act (TRIA) and the UK’s Pool Re are just two models among many possible approaches.\textsuperscript{183} The precise design of any government cyber backstop is a complex question that will be explored in an upcoming Carnegie paper. For current purposes, it appears likely that a cyber backstop in some form will be needed. The major challenge will be uniting private sector stakeholders and lobbying governments.

Terrorism backstops have been created after extraordinary attacks created crises that demanded political action. The United States passed TRIA after the 9/11 terrorist attacks led most insurance companies to exclude terrorism coverage entirely; in response, property developers halted major new real estate projects.\textsuperscript{184} This situation galvanized the U.S. political system. There has been no comparably dramatic cyber emergency to rally support for a cyber backstop. NotPetya was very costly, but its costs were spread among many companies in multiple countries and did not lead to the total freeze-up of insurance markets or investment seen after 9/11.

Cyber backstops have been debated for years, yet no coalition has emerged to forcefully advocate for one.\textsuperscript{185} Insurers themselves are sometimes wary of backstops, which come with many strings attached and impose the government’s views of risk onto the industry.\textsuperscript{186} But insurers may be better off negotiating backstop terms before a major catastrophe occurs, rather than afterward, when political momentum is on the side of swift and forceful legislative action.

In recent years, more industry stakeholders have warmed to the idea of government cyber backstops.\textsuperscript{187} However, there is not yet a clear vision or strong public advocacy. Effective advocacy would, among other things, demonstrate how the industry had taken all reasonable steps within its power to develop the cyber insurance marketplace without government financial support.
Many governments would be skeptical of the potential cost of cyber backstops. But politically speaking, governments are already expected to serve as de facto backstops for major disasters. In the United States, for example, there is a political consensus that local areas cannot fairly or effectively absorb the costs of natural disasters and that the federal government should therefore provide recovery funds. Although meeting such expectations often requires specific action by Congress, it has become routine.188

Cyber attacks can cause losses equivalent to those of natural disasters. NotPetya cost an estimated $10 billion dollars globally.189 By comparison, natural disasters of that scale strike the United States only once or twice a year on average.190 And future cyber incidents could be much more costly than NotPetya. An extreme global ransomware outbreak could cost as much as $193 billion, including $89 billion in U.S.-based losses, according to insurance industry modeling.191 Such a cyber event would be one of the costliest disasters in modern history (see figure 8).192

**FIGURE 8**

**Extreme Cyber Scenarios Compared with Select U.S. Disasters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disaster/Scenario</th>
<th>Cost (US $B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hurricane Andrew (1992)</td>
<td>$51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurricane Irma (2017)</td>
<td>$53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superstorm Sandy (2012)</td>
<td>$74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bashe Cyber Attack Scenario (U.S. Losses)</td>
<td>$89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurricane Maria (2017)</td>
<td>$95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurricane Harvey (2017)</td>
<td>$131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurricane Maria (2005)</td>
<td>$170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bashe Cyber Attack Scenario (Global Losses)</td>
<td>$193</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Note:** The cost of the U.S. disasters is calculated in 2020 dollars. The hypothetical costs of the Bashe scenario are calculated in 2019 dollars.
The devastation such a cyber attack would unleash—and the inability of insurance to adequately compensate victims or fund recovery—could force governments to pay. Already, multiple U.S. states have declared disasters or states of emergency in response to ransomware attacks and at times have even activated their National Guard units for assistance. Larger cyber attacks could lead Congress to provide emergency appropriations, much like it often does after a hurricane. The alternative would be to leave victims undercompensated, or more drastically, to mandate that insurance companies provide after-the-fact coverage. The former approach may be politically unpalatable, while the latter would meet fierce resistance and have grave unintended consequences.

In the wake of a major cyber disaster, there would be louder calls for a formal cyber backstop. It would be smarter and cheaper to create one in advance. A RAND study estimated that TRIA actually saves taxpayers money because the law attracts private capital into the insurance marketplace. This initial base of private funds ultimately reduces the government’s share of the financial burden following terrorist attacks, which might otherwise have been shouldered solely by congressional appropriations. A properly designed cyber insurance backstop could function in the same way.

There are encouraging signs that some governments are entertaining the idea of developing cyber backstops. In the United States, the congressionally chartered Cyberspace Solarium Commission recently proposed a study of the issue that would consider specific design parameters. And the coronavirus pandemic has focused attention on other forms of catastrophic risk, spawning new calls for a government backstop to support expanded pandemic insurance.

Proposals for cyber backstops and pandemic backstops may intersect and influence one another in unpredictable ways. Governments exhausted by the fiscal demands of the coronavirus pandemic and potential future pandemics may balk at accepting more ownership of cyber risk. Alternatively, policymakers may realize their societies face multiple catastrophic risks—including cyber incidents, pandemics, and more—and resolve to address each more proactively. In the latter scenario, there might be a decision between peril-specific backstops or some kind of all-hazards backstop.

Looking Ahead

Cyber insurance has significant unrealized potential to serve the needs of insureds, insurers, and society at large. Nearly everyone has a stake in the healthy development of cyber insurance. Insurance could someday incentivize better cyber hygiene and lower cyber risk on a broad scale. Such improve-
ments could help to chip away at pervasive cyber insecurity and thus provide economic, national security, and privacy benefits, among others. However, these benefits will not be realized without purposeful effort by many stakeholders. The cyber insurance marketplace has made great strides, but fundamental challenges revealed by NotPetya have not yet been solved. Three years later, it is clear that new ways of thinking and doing business are needed.

War exclusions that trace their lineage to the eighteenth century do not provide good answers for twenty-first-century cyber threats. They are ambiguous, poorly tailored to cyber risk, and naturally result in expensive, time-consuming, uncertain litigation. This paper has sought to diagnose the problem, establish criteria for a solution, evaluate potential options, and present new models of alternative cyber exclusions. The proposed exclusions aim to better address catastrophic and state-sponsored cyber risk than today’s war and terrorism exclusions do. But whether or not they are adopted, these proposals will hopefully provoke debate and stimulate other creative new ideas. It will be years before insureds, insurers, and governments reach consensus on how to handle key aspects of cyber risk. More public discussion and fresh proposals can help bring that day forward.

Above all, the war exclusion challenge calls for broader discussion. Cyber insurance exclusions may seem arcane to non-experts, but they raise profound questions about how societies manage risk. Malicious cyber incidents are among the most significant and fastest-growing sources of risk to organizations and nations. And state-sponsored operations may be the foremost kind of cyber threat. Despite years of international attempts to encourage restraint or impose deterrence, state-sponsored cyber operations have only grown in volume and severity. Yet the private and public mechanisms for managing this risk remain woefully underdeveloped.

Insurance will be a key tool for countries seeking to better address cyber risk. But the insurance industry does not have all the answers, nor does it have all the resources needed to implement a comprehensive risk management framework. Ideas should draw upon expertise in a wide range of areas, including cyber conflict, warfare, international affairs, technology, cybersecurity public policy, disaster management, catastrophic risk, and more. Experts in these fields should recognize the stakes they hold in the development of cyber insurance. Likewise, the insurance industry should do more to educate outside stakeholders about the possibilities and limitations of cyber insurance. This paper represents one small step toward bridging these gaps and an invitation for further dialogue across disciplines and communities of interest.
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